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STENTORIHN'"
SOUND HMPLIFIEB. NUCLEUS

POWER transformers,

audios, outputs, chokes for
6-10-15-30 watt Amplifiers. Class A and
AB amplification. 2.5 and 6.3 volt tubes.
Nuclei for two additional 6 and 15 watt
Amplifiers-using the new All Metal
tubes; for crystal or condenser mike
Pre -amplifiers; and for small class B
battery Amplifier.

GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORP.
502 SOUTH THROOP STREET

SERVICEMEN:

:

:

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Send for free bulletins listed below:

D "STENTORIAN" Sound Ani- D Multi -tap Guide for replace-

ments, form 22
Auto-RadioVibratorGuide,form25
D "Progressive" Transmitter for
General 1935-6 Catalog, form 21.
20
form
Amateurs,
Enclose three 3c stamps and we will include beautiful varnished American
Beauty Rose colored poster with space for your name as authorized dealer.
plifier Nucleus, form 23
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STABILIZED
PERFORMANCE
by elimination of \AAYARE wiring
One of the important basic features in the design of General
Electric Radio is the "clean up" of the under-chassis wiring
system. Lead Wires have been reduced in length to an absolute
minimum. Wherever practicable, as in the construction of the
Sentry Box, coils are mounted directly on the switches; component parts are carefully located so as to improve overall performance and accessibility.
This refinement in design and construction contributes greatly
to the remarkably stabilized performance and increased efficiency in the 1936 General Electric Radio.

All -metal
C o m p

Single Layer Construction for Accessibility.

Shielded

Tubes.

letely
Power

Transformer.

-

Model A-125. 12 -all metal tubes.
140-410,
Five reception bands
540-40,000 Kc. Sentry Box. Per-

maliners. Stabilized Dynamic
Speaker. Sliding -rule Tuning Scale.
Lo -note Compensation. Separate
Bass and Treble Tone Controls.
Noise Control. Precision Tuning.
Console Cabinet.

Individual Paper
Dielectric Capacitors.

Permaliners

-

Air Dielectric Enclosed Trimmer

Capacitors
Throughout.

Terminal Boards
for
and

Convenient

Rigid Support of Parts.

Chassis Slotted
for Easy Replacement of Controls.

Sentry Box

-

Separately Shields
and Isolates each
R. F. Circuit. Removable as a
Unit.

Nut and Bolt Fastening for Convenient Mounting.

MODEL A-125 UNDERSIDE VIEW OF CHASSIS

GENERAL

e

ELECTRIC

RADIO
with the tube that's "sealed in steel"
SEPTEMBER,
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SAY YOU SAW IT IN SERVICE

SERVICEMEN who
want to know the "how's
and why's" of servicing
the 1936 General Electric Radio should see
their nearest G-E Radio
distributor for a FREE
copy of INSTRUC-

TIONS AND SERVICE
DATA on General Electric Broadcast and Shortwave Radio Receivers.

For sales information
and name of your nearest distributor, write to
Section R-789, Merchandise Dept., General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut.
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Fri CLOUGH-BRENGLE

ANNOUNCES

'The Most Complete Line of Radio Instruments"
MODEL 82 Direct Reading Oscillator (No. I) -A new low price addition

MODEL 79 Beat -Note Audio Oscillator (No. 4)-A precision instrument for

to the C -B line. Continuously variable from
85 k.c. to 21 m.c. on six tuning bands (all
fundamentals).
Ladder attenuator, 81"
scale, full vision dial, separate audio and
radio frequency outputs. Precision and dependability at low price. Complete with

audio laboratory and service work, especially adapted for use with +he oscillograph.
Calibrated from 50 to 10,000 cycles. Builtin vacuum -tube voltmeter to indicate zero
beat and output level. Self -powered from
110 -volt 60 -cycle line. High voltage output
to 5000 -ohm line.
Complete with seven

tubes, net

$19.90

MODEL OC R.

F. Oscillator (No. 2)
series with direct reading frequency
chart and carrying handle. The most accurate, most stable, and most rugged signal
generator offered-and rightfully the most
popular.
A.C.-D.C. line operation with
guaranteed frequency accuracy of 1/2 of 1%.
Each instrument hand calibrated and sup-

-New

plied with individual frequency chart. Complete with tubes, net
$32.90

MODEL 81 Heterodyne Frequency
Modulator (No. 3)-Provides all the advantages
of calibrated selectivity curve
analysis when using +he Cathode-ray oscilloscope, as first introduced in the C -B
MODEL OM, without the necessity of re-

placing your present oscillator. Operates
with any oscillator and does not require any
alterations or recalibration of the oscillator.
Simply connect the oscillator output cord
to the MODEL 81, which in turn connects
to the set. Complete with built-in heterodyne oscillator, sweep motor, and tubes,
$34.25
net

tubes, net

$51.90

MODEL OM Frequency Modulated
R. F. Oscillator (No. 5)-The only instruspecially designed for use with the
Cathode -fray oscilloscope. Provides an accurately calibrated sweep of plus and minus
15 k.c. or at a switch throw becomes a
standard audio modulated or unmodulated
oscillator for output meter adjustments.
May be externally modulated through panel
jack. Guaranteed 112 of 1% accurate frequency calibration. Stabilized against line
voltage and temperature variations. Used
by over 50% of all American set manufacturers for laboratory and production
tests. Complete with hand -drawn calibration curve, sweep motor, and laboratory
ment

tested tubes, net

amplifier of
cut-off design for sweep
compensation-plus countless other exclusive C -B features.
Chart holder allows
quick interchange of calibrated screens.
Complete with 3 -inch Cathode-ray tube and
all other tubes, net
$84.50
usual sensitivity, and horizontal

special

remote

MODEL CRB Cathode -Ray Oscilloscope-Identical to above, less linear
sweep circuit which is not needed for receiver alignment when the MODELS OM
or 81 are used.
Complete with 3 -inch
Cathode-ray tube and all other tubes,
net
$69.50

MODEL UC Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter

-With

direct

scales calibrated
Measures voltage
at infinite resistance, thus drawing no current from the circuit under test.
Unequalled for measurement of bias voltages,
stage gain, R. F. impedance, etc. Selfcontained power supply for 110 -volt 60 cycle line operation. Complete with all
tubes, individually calibrated, net
$34.85

reading

0-3, 0-30, and 0-70 volts.

$57.85

MODEL CRA Cathode -Ray Oscilloscope (No. 6)-Complete with linear
circuit, grid control synchronizing
circuit, vertical input amplifier of twice +he
sweep

For complete description of these and the
many other new CLOUGH-BRENGLE Pro-

fessional Service Instruments just released
from the laboratory of Kendall Ciough, see
your local C -B jobber or use the coupon
below.

Get the Full C -B Announcement TODAY!

"Package -Unit" Amplifiers

IMOI

CLOUGH-BRENGLE Series AX High Fidelity
"Package -Unit" Amplifiers and Sound Systems are winning
the approval of experienced sound men the world over.
Designed for direct operation from crystal microphones.
Write for new descriptive bulletin today.
The

new

la.

The CLOUGH-BRENGLE Co.
1

138

W. Austin Ave., Chicago,

Send your new catalog
line of instruments.

III.

listing the complete CLOUGH-BRENGLE

The CLOUGH-BRENGLE Co.
1138

Name

W. Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Address
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Replacement Parts
have repeatedly stressed the importance to the
Service Man of using standard parts whenever replacements are necessary. We may have brought up this
subject so often that you are sick of hearing about it.
The fact remains, however, that further discussion is
appropriate at this time when the nature and quality of
the original parts used in the fabrication of radio receivers have altered.
Two things have recently taken place-manufacturers
are attempting to design the wiring and placement of
parts in such manner that servicing may be conducted
with the least amount of effort; chassis are being given
"breathing space," and though this movement has not
gone very far as yet, there are a number of chassis which
are a distinct improvement in this respect. There has
also taken place a new conception with regard to permanency of circuit adjustments. This has called for
better quality in parts and, in many cases, a complete
redesign of such components as trimmer condensers,
high -frequency coils, etc. For example, a number of
manufacturers, faced with the problem of maintaining
stability in all -wave receivers, have commenced to use
variable air condensers for peaking the i -f transformers.
Moreover, where, at one time, Litz wire was a luxury,
and found only in the i -f coils of custom-built receivers,
"stock" receivers are now using it.
We have pointed out in previous editorials that the
new receivers may not come in for a great deal of actual
repair work ; if not the new receivers, at least the receivers introduced in the near future. For this reason,
more servicing work may be in the line of adjustments
rather than in the line of replacements. Nevertheless,
there always will be replacement work, and for this reason it is high time that every Service Man reconsider
his position with relation to the manufacturer and the
customer.
The point is that if you fail to use quality parts as replacements, the good -will you have built up is going to
take a sudden drop. You may be able to get away with
cheap, "surplus" parts in old receivers, but you will
never get to first base if you attempt to install in a new
receiver parts that are below the standards set by the
manufacturer. People will soon learn that the new ,receivers will stand up better than the old ones ; therefore, they will expect that any parts you may replace
should also last for a long time.
We believe that every Service Man should view each
replacement job in the same light as a weld in a pipe. If
a pipe breaks and it is repaired by welding, the point
of the repair is infinitely stronger than any other portion of the pipe. If there are future breaks, they will
not be at the point of the weld. It is true, of course,
that a radio replacement unit cannot be likened to a pipe
weld, but the fact remains that quality parts are not apt
WE

to cause trouble. If you replace a resistor with one of
high quality, the chances are that future difficulties will
not be at the same spot. That clears you insofar as the
customer is concerned.
Now, what about the price situation? Obviously,
quality parts cost more than "bargain" parts. But it
is customary in all business to charge the customer for
what he gets. The fact that you pay more for replacement units does not mean that your profits must be
shaved ; most people have learned by this time that there
is no saving in cheap products and consequently are willing to pay the few cents or dollars more in return for
a lasting job.
The Service Man who charges "quality" prices and
installs cheap units, is pretty low. Aside from being
low, he is also a fool. He is as much of a fool as the
chap who, some years ago, tried the same sort of highhanded scheme in repairing our car. The repair job
neither did he.
didn't last
This sort of discussion always brings up the question
of the "other fellow." What if the other fellow undersells by buying up large quantities of surplus parts ?
Should one follow suit in an attempt to hold clients and
to gain new ones? The answer, we believe, is the answer
most Service Men have found out for themselves-let
the other fellow take care of himself-let him bait his
own trap. If customers are lost, very well
they'll be
coming back bye and bye.
It may also be said that as each season passes, the
Service Man becomes, through necessity, just a bit more
quality conscious. Technicalities account for this; each
time the manufacturers add a bit more quality to the
components they use the Service Man must use higher
quality parts for replacement.
How may the Service Man judge the quality of parts
sold him? Price is not always a true index of quality,
though it is sufficiently accurate in most cases to employ as an indication of quality. A more accurate index
-and this is true in all fields-is the responsibility and
standing of the manufacturer.
You, as a Service Man, can judge the quality of components, whereas the layman cannot. The layman is
your customer and he places his faith in your experience
and superior judgment. Live up to that faith, and do
not attempt to judge the quality of parts by experimenting on your clients' receivers to see how well and how
long certain types and certain brands of replacement
parts stand up. If you feel that price, together with the
responsibility of a manufacturer, are not sufficient as indexes of quality, then place the components on test in
your own shop. You have the equipment for doing this,
and a bit of knowledge as to how much gaff a component
will stand before breaking down, will serve you well in
cases where there is doubt as to whether or not original
parts had proper ratings to begin with.
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Floating contact
shoe glides over

Resistance element
baked on flat outer
rim of Bakelite ring

resistance element
in straight path

About
VOLUME CONTROLS
THIS NEW, 100-PAGE

VOLUME CONTROL GUIDE
Gives Essential Facts on
Volume Control Replacement
ELECTRAD has gone to great
trouble and expense in compil61/4"
91/41I,
ing this handy size,
Volume Control Guide. It is an
invaluable addition to the busy
serviceman's kit.

Contains a complete alphabetical
list of receiver models for which
Electrad standard or special replacement controls are made.
Standard Replacement Unit with

Includes name of receiver manufacturer, model number, catalog
number of proper Electrad re-

placement control, resistance
value and list price-facts you
must have to make a quick, intelligent, satisfactory volume control
replacement, which will earn a
profit and build good will.

How to Obtain YOUR COPY FREE

Power- Switch
attached

The heavy cost of preparing this Volume Control Guide prohibits general free distribution. But if you are a bonafide
service man you may have a copy free, by return mail, if you
send us the carton flap (the part showing specification and
resistance) torn from any new -type Electrad Carbon Volume
Control carton, together with your business letterhead or business card. Please address Dept. S-9.
RESISTOR SPECIALISTS
175

Varick St.. New Vurk.

N.V.

ELECTRAD

Featuring:
QUIET CARBON VOLUME
CONTROLS
VITREOUS RESISTORS
TRUVOLT RESISTORS
POWER RHEOSTATS
Write Dept. S-9 for 1936 Catalog
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ELECTRAD "VARIOHM" ADJUSTA
BLE-LUG RESISTORS are vitreous -enameled, have permanently anchored, non -corrosive Monel metal lugs and contacts and
provide, in addition, one or more adjustable
lugs for varying the resistance to desired
values. A convenient feature for service
and laboratory work.
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NEW ALL-WAVE, NOISE REDUCING ANTENNA SYSTEM
By T. LUNDAHL*

THIS system was designed to provide
efficient, noise -free reception on both
broadcast and short waves by means of
a simple doublet type antenna, using
two separate coupling devices, one in
the antenna and one at the receiver,
having no switches or plugs.
PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Briefly, a single physical aerial is
used, 60 feet long, with a transformer
inserted in the center, providing automatic separation of the horizontal wire
into two ideal equivalent antennae with
a common lead-in. For short waves the
antenna acts as a doublet; for broadcast
waves it acts as a 60 -foot horizontal
T antenna, the signals automatically
selecting their own type of antenna for
most efficient results on the basis of
their respective frequencies. The an'Sales Engineer, Technical Appliance Corp.

tenna transformer provides for the
most efficient reception on either band.
It supplies signal energy to the low -loss
twisted-pair downlead, while the set
coupling unit provides proper means
for supplying this energy to the receiver free from all external electrical
interference.
The important function of both the
antenna and set coupling transformers
is to provide means for the generation
of "circulating" currents in the twisted pair downlead for both short-wave and
regular broadcast signal frequencies.
Any currents which may be generated
in the downlead conductors by outside
potential -inducing sources, such as
sparking motors or electrical equipment
of any type, produce "parallel" currents
instead of circulating currents and this
special feature is taken advantage of in
order to separate the two and provide
noise-free reception.
THEORY OF OPERATION

P2

P./

53 --

To
Radio Set

Fig.i
C2

I

with
grounded

L

Li
P4

primary

C3
C4

Ant.

Gnd.

Schematic diagram of the complete
antenna system.
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Consider in Fig. 1 the action of a
short-wave signal upon the doublet AA,.
Current will move to and fro along
AA,, but in passing through the winding P,, P, of the antenna coupler, the
magnetic field generated will induce a
secondary voltage across the secondary
S. S. which is connected across the
transmission line LL,. This voltage will
produce a current circulating up and
down line LL, and traversing the primary windings P. of the set coupler,
developing by induction a voltage across
the secondary S., which feeds the radio
set through a series condenser C4, of
low reactance for short waves, but of
high reactance for broadcast frequencies.
It is obvious that the currents in the
transmission line are induced only by
the antenna coupler. Any induction
from interference sources along LL, will

Diagram of set coupler designed for use
with a receiver having a floating primary.

send currents along LL, simultaneously
in the same direction; "parallel"currents,
so to speak. These will come at once
from opposite sides of winding P. and
leave via the center tap to ground, producing equal and opposite magnetic
fields, thereby inducing no voltage in the
secondary S. which feeds the radio set.
BROADCAST RECEPTION

Separation of signal from interference is thus accomplished for short-wave
reception. We must now produce "circulating" currents from a "T" antenna
in the line LL, for the broadcast frequencies.
This is accomplished by the action of
the second transformer Pe S. in the antenna coupler, as shown in Fig. 1.
Current will flow from the horizontal
wire AA,, by virtue of its effective
height, towards ground via the following path : From AA, through the midpoint of P, P, and through a primary
winding P. to the mid -tap of S. into
the ends of this winding and simultaneously down LL,, entering from opposite
379

ends of the center -tapped winding P. of
the set coupler and to ground. This current will produce no signal voltage in
the secondary S. of the set coupler, but,
in traversing the primary P. of the
antenna coupler, the induced voltage
across the secondary S. will produce a
circulating current up and down LLl of
exactly the same nature as that of the
short-wave currents previously described. Hence, signal voltage across S.
of the set coupler will be induced by the
passage of the circulating current
through P,.
The condensers Cº, C. and C. of the
set coupler, as well as the inductances
of the windings, perform the function of
giving automatic selection of the most
suitable transformer : P. -S. or P, -S, for
the frequency of the signal.
Likewise, the condenser C, and the
proper values of the inductances of the
windings of the antenna coupler guide
the currents according to their respective frequencies through the proper
channels for most efficient energy
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Transmission characteristics of the all -wave antenna system described, using
5,000 ohms resistance as load.

long waves, i. e., 800-2100 meters, as
well as for weather reports in the U. S.
TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

Laboratory tests were made to determine the transmission characteristics of
the complete system at all the important
wavebands (see Fig. 4). In these tests,
reference is made to standard antenna
equivalent circuits approximating actual
conditions. These tests represent one
of the best laboratory methods devised
to date for testing all -wave aerial systems and the results have been found to
simulate actual conditions. The zero
decibel line refers to the signal level
with the open "T" antenna, while the

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
CIRCUIT
(See Front Cover)
to prevent frequency drift and
also eliminate the necessity for periodical retuning, Philco has included
crystal -controlled oscillators in their
Model 810PA and 810PB fixed frequency police radio receivers.
The crystal control holds the oscillator on the required frequency. This is
a highly desirable feature in these receivers, since they are "fixed -tuned" to
the frequency of the police radio transmitter.
The crystal -controlled oscillator circuit is shown on the front cover. The
frequency of the crystal is between 210
and 310 kc higher than the frequency to
which the receiver is to be fixed -tuned.
Thus, with a crystal having a frequency

IN order

Set coupler with circuit

I

,W2-

transfer.
The set coupler is the standard unit
for most commercial radio receivers.
There are, however, a few which have
input circuits, consisting of a "floating" primary, i. e., not grounded. For
such sets, a special coupler has been
designed (see Fig. 2). Its principle of
operation is the same as the standard
coupler, but its construction is made
symmetrical with respect to ground potential.
For some receivers in which waves
as long as 2100 meters are desirable, an
"XC" circuit was added as shown in the
diagram of Fig. 3. The function of the
additional circuit "XC" is not only to
receive signal voltage of very low frequency by virtue of the potential drop
across this circuit, but it serves to "load"
the antenna system and broadly tune it
for frequencies between about 150 and
375 kc covering European reception for

,

8

I

100 Mmfd.

© 8t

!O_For

-

111I1

Mmfd.-,

-

14

2

1

200

graphs represent the gain in decibels
above this level by the insertion of the
standard set coupler. Further tests under actual conditions corroborate results
of the performance characteristics shown
in the right-hand graph. It will he noted
that this graph shows the response
over the short-wave band which is particularly high at the important foreign
bands, namely, 49, 31, 25 and 19 meters.
The curve also shows the response over
the standard broadcast band. The third
curve to the left indicates the response
of the system using the special "XC"
coil which is designed to operate up to
2100 meters.
of 1875 kc, the tuning range of the
receiver will he within the limits of 1565
and 1665 kc.
The i -f frequency used in the receiver
is always the difference between the frequency of the crystal in the receiver and
the fregtiency of the transmitter (also
the fixed -tuned frequency of the receiver). For example, if the transmitter
frequency is 2422 kc and the crystal
used is 2710 kc, the i -f frequency will
be 288 kc, the difference between the

two.

It will be appreciated from the above
that, to tune the receiver to any frequency within the limits of its range for
a given crystal, not only is the input
circuit tuned to the transmitter frequency, but the i -f transformers are
tuned to a frequency equalling the difference between transmitter and crystal
frequency.
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TESTERS FOR THE 8 -PIN TUBES
By FLOYD FAUSETT*

FOR a number of years, the design of
tube -testing apparatus presented no
serious problem insofar as the application of filament or heater potentials was
concerned. This was because the filament pins of all popular types of tubes,
prior to the advent of the new octal
tubes, were adjacent to each other, were
usually larger than the other pins, and
served as the "guide" pins, so that one
of the filament contacts of the tester
sockets could be connected to the "common" terminal of the filament winding
of the tester transformer, and the other
filament contact of the sockets could be
connected to the movable contact of a
tap switch which enabled a selection of
any required filament potential supplied
by the transformer through the tap
switch.
NEW PIN ARRANGEMENT
With the advent of the octal tube
types, tube engineers have abandoned
the idea of using adjacent pins as the
filament or heater terminals and, instead of using the filament or heater pins
as "guide" pins, a large keyed bakelite
locator pin is used in the center of the
*Chief Engineer. Supreme Instruments Corp.
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Circuit of 8 -pin tube
tester "filament return
selector" arrangement.

tube base of octal tubes, and the pins are
numbered from the key ridge of the
bakelite locator pin. Looking at the
base of an octal tube, with the guide key
uppermost, the pins are numbered consecutively in a clockwise direction, he -

ginning with the first pin clockwise from
the guide key.
Aside from the established practice of
using the No. 1 pin to terminate the
metal shield and the No. 2 pin as one of
the filament or heater pins, the other
filament terminal may be the top cap or
any pin from No. 3 to No. 8. This means
that, in addition to selecting filament
potentials, it is also necessary to select
a contact of octal sockets to which the
one side of the filament potentials may
be applied.
The filament or heater circuits terminate at what are known as the pins numbered 2 and 7 of the metal tubes which
were included in the preliminary announcements of metal tubes. Subsequently, the metal tube type 5Z4 was
announced with a filament circuit terminated by pins numbered 2 and 8, and
a later type, 6P7, was announced with a
heater circuit terminated by pins numbered 2 and 3, so that a tester socket in
which the filament or heater potentials
are applied to the contacts numbered 2
and 7, only, cannot be used for testing
the later types in which the filament is
terminated by pins numbered 2 and 3 or
2 and 8.
"FILAMENT RETURN SELECTOR"

If three 8 -hole sockets were used
for the
tubes, incorporating the "filament return selector."
The new tester
8 -pin

SEPTEMBER,

1935

in a

tester, it would be possible for the user
to insert an 8 -pin tube in the wrong
socket, and the tester would be partially
obsolete in the event a metal tube were
announced in which neither pin numbered 3, 7 or 8 were used as one of the fila (Continued on page 386)
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General Data
Stromberg -Carlson Nos. 62 and 63
All tubes in these receivers are metal,
with the exception of the power rectifier,
which is a 5Z3. Nos. 62 and 63 receivers
are identical except that the No. 63 includes a visual tuning meter. The connection of the meter in the circuit is
shown in the diagram of Fig. 1.
These receivers have three tuning
ranges: A-540 to 1700 kc; B-1700 to
5400 kc; C-5.4 to 18 mc. The wattage
rating is 105 watts. Receivers with "B"
following the model number are for 25-

.
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connected. The grids are grounded
through the center tap of the input impedance and, since the cathodes of these
two tubes are connected to a point on
the power -supply voltage divider which
is positive with respect to ground, the
grids are negative with respect to
ground by the same amount.

TRAN9FOMEA

SERVICING

e

Voltage readings are given in the diagram of Fig. 1. They are based on a
line voltage of 120 and should be measured with the set tuned to 1000 kc, but
with no signal.
Fig. 2 gives the locations of the various aligning condensers. The i-f transformers are peaked at 465 kc. Never
attempt to align receiver with fidelity
control set at any position other than
the maximum counter-clockwise position.

e

Ye.No
S ANT

ALIGNER

60 cycle lines.

THE CIRCUIT
The complete circuit is shown in Fig.
1. There is an r -f stage using a 6K7
feeding a mixer-oscillator stage using
a 6A8. The output of the mixer is
coupled to the 6K7 i -f tube through an
i -f transformer having a movable iron
core. The core is controlled from the
front panel of the receiver and its movement in and out of the i -f coils widens
or narrows the band. This is the highfidelity control.
The output of the 6K7 i -f tube is fed
to an air -core i -f transformer which in
turn feeds the paralleled diodes of the
6H6 detector and avc tube. The automatic bias control is placed on the r -f
and mixer tubes, both of which are provided with initial bias through the voltage drop in cathode resistors. No bias
is placed on the diodes of the 6H6.
The rectified output of the diode is

Re. INTER STALE
TMNSFON.CR

ANTENNA
TRANSFORMER

OSCILLATOR

TMNSFORI.ER

Fig. 2. Location of aligning condensers in
Stromberg -Carlson Nos. 62 and 63.

General Electric A-53
This is a two -band metal-tube receiver. It covers the broadcast band
from 540 to 1600 kc and a short-wave
band from 2400 to 6800 kc. The power
rating is 65 watts and the undistorted
power output 1.5 watts.

fed through the volume control to the
grid of the 6K7 a -f voltage amplifier.
The plate circuit of this tube contains
the tone control and also a high frequency filter, L-24, C-42, C-43, C-44,
which prevents possible station -carrier

THE CIRCUIT

interference from reaching the power
tubes when the receiver is operated with
the fidelity control in the high-fidelity
position.
The a -f signal from the output of the
6K7 tube is fed through condenser C-46
to a push-pull impedance. Signal voltages of equal and opposite values are
induced in the two sections of this
impedance through auto -transformer

The signal from the antenna is applied to the mixer section of the 6A8
tube. The 465-kc output of the mixer
is fed to a double -tuned i -f transformer
and is amplified by the 6K7 i -f tube.
The second i -f transformer has only its
secondary tuned.
A biased power detector is used, the
tube being a 6J7. A one-megohm resistor in the grid return circuit of this
tube is also tied to the grid return cir-

action.
The 6F6 output tubes are pentode
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(cAP)

I.F. =465Kc.

Schematic of Stromberg -Carlson Nos. 62 and 63 metal -tube receivers.
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GENERAL DATA-continued
resonant frequency. If the circuits are
in exact alignment, inserting either end
of the tuning wand in the coil will result
in a decrease in output. When an increase in signal is obtained with the
iron -filled end of the wand at the 1500kc point or the 6.0 -mc point, a decrease
in resonant frequency of that circuit by
increasing the antenna trimmer capacity
is indicated. When an increase in signal is obtained with the brass cylinder,
a decrease in antenna trimmer capacity
is indicated. In the event that the brass
cylinder end causes an increase in output at the 580-kc point when inserted
in the antenna coil, it is necessary to increase the oscillator padder capacity,
meanwhile rocking the tuning dial. An
increase in output, resulting from inserting the iron -filled end, indicates a
decrease in oscillator padder capacity.
Alignment Frequencies
I -F
Broadcast
Short-wave

cuit of the 6K7 i -f tube. This arrangement provides automatic overload control, for, if the 6J7 detector draws grid
current, a voltage is developed across
the one-megohm resistor (R-4) which
increases the negative bias on the 6K7
i-f tube and thereby reduces its gain.
The cathodes of the 6A8 and 6K7
tubes are tied together and grounded
through resistors R-7 and R-8. Resistor R-7 functions as the volume control.
The 6J7 detector is resistance coupled
to a cathode -biased 6F6 power pentode.
The power supply employs a 5Z4 rectifier the output of which passes through
a filter network composed of condensers
C-19, C-20 and the speaker field L-16.
ALIGNMENT

Before making any adjustments to the
r -f circuits, it is wise to determine the
correctness of the existing alignment.
This may be done by supplying a signal from the test oscillator to the receiver and inserting a "tuning wand"
into the antenna coil. The "tuning
wand" consists of a bakelite rod having a brass cylinder attached to one
end, and a small core of finely divided
iron compacted into the opposite end.
By inserting the brass cylinder end into
the antenna coil, the inductance is lowered, increasing its resonant frequency.
Inserting the iron -filled end into the
coil raises its inductance, lowering its

465 kc.

In order to properly align this receiver, it will be necessary to have the
following service tools :
(1) Test oscillator capable of producing the above alignment frequencies.
(2) Non-metallic alignment screwdriver.
(3) Output meter.
Trimmer locations as well as socket
voltages are illustrated in Fig. 2.

CONVERTER 8 05C.

I.F.

AMPL.

Q2.sn

DETECTOR

OUTPUT

6K7

GAS

L2

La

ese

52
G

6000 kc.

580 kc.
1500 kc.

I -F ALIGNMENT
The i -f amplifier should be tuned to
465 kc; set the oscillator dial at this
frequency. Set the volume control at
maximum and short-circuit the antenna
and ground leads. Tune the receiver to
a point where no signal comes in and
ground the chassis.
Connect the test oscillator output between the 6A8 mixer tube grid and the
chassis. Connect the output meter across
the cone coil of the speaker and adjust
the oscillator output until a small deflection is observed in the output meter.
The three i -f trimmers are adjusted in
the following sequence :
(1) Secondary trimmer on second i -f
transformer.
(2) Secondary trimmer on first i -f
transformer.
(3) Primary trimmer on first i -f
transformer.
Throughout all adjustments the output should be maintained at a low level
by decreasing the test oscillator output
as the various stages are brought in
line. After these adjustments have been
made the same procedure should be repeated as a final check. The i -f alignment will then be complete.
R -F ALIGNMENT
The r-f and oscillator transformers
are aligned at 580, 1500, and 6000 kc.
With the tuning condenser plates fully
meshed, line up the pointer and dial by

n
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Circuit of General Electric A-53 metal -tube receiver.
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VIEWED FROM UNDERSIDE OF CHASSIS
Socket voltages and location of aligners in G.E. A-53.

adjusting the Glial set scm\\ ; so that
the line at the extreme end of the dial
is indicated.

Broadcast Band
With the band switch in the clockwise position, set the tuning dial to 1500
kc. Set the test oscillator at 1500 kc and
adjust the oscillator trimmer for the
broadcast band for maximum output.
Next, set the r -f trimmer for maximum
output, taking care that the output from
the test oscillator is not high enough to
overload any part of the set. After
these adjustments, tune the set and the
test oscillator to 580 kc. Adjust the
broadcast padding capacitor for maximum output while rocking the tuning
condenser back and forth until maximum output is obtained. The dial setting after this adjustment may not agree
exactly with the frequency, but this is
not important.
To complete the broadcast band lineup, repeat the adjustment at 1500 kc as
before.

Short -Wave Band
With the frequency band switch in the
counter -clockwise position, set the receiver dial at 6.0 mc. Set the test oscillator at 6000 kc and adjust the short-wave
oscillator trimmer for maximum output.
Next, set the short-wave r -f trimmer
for maximum output. Repeat these adjustments a second time. After aligning the S. W. band, turn the test oscillator to approximately 6930 kc with the
receiver dial still at 6 mc. Increase the
test oscillator output until a signal is
heard in the neighborhood of 6930 kc.
This is the image frequency and if the
set has been properly aligned the sensi 384
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tivity at this point will be much less than
at 6000 kc. In the event the image frequency cannot be found, the alignment
should be rechecked at 6.0 mc. It will
be noticed that the oscillator trimmer
will have two positions at which the
signal will give maximum output. The
position which gives the lower trimmer
capacitance obtained by turning the
trimmer screw counter -clockwise is the
proper adjustment.
When these adjustments have been
completed the receiver will be in alignment.
VOLTAGES

Voltage readings
2. These are based
120 and should be
signal input and
maximum position.
per volt meter.

are given in Fig.
on a line voltage of
measured with no
volume control in
Use a 1000 -ohms

Stewart-Warner Model R-I36 Chassis
This chassis is used in receiver
Models 1361 to 1369. A temporary circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
THE CIRCUIT

The antenna circuit is arranged with
a jumper so that a doublet may be used.
The band-selector switch has three positions-545 to 1750 kc in the broadcast
band and 1850 to 18,000 kc in the shortwave bands. Separate coils are used for
each of the three bands and the coils for
the shortest waveband are in separate
shields. We presume that in this manner it is possible to dispense with the
usual coil -shorting band -selector switch
since there can be no interaction between the shortest waveband coils and
the others.

The band -selector switch has three
extra sections for altering bias and plate
voltage. It will be noted from the diagram that when the switch is in either
of the two short-wave positions, portions of the resistance in the cathode
circuits of the r -f and i -f tubes are
shorted out. This reduces the bias on
these two tubes and consequently increases the gain of the r -f and i -f stages
when receiving in the short-wave bands.
When the band -selector switch is in the
broadcast position, these cathode resistors are effective. The result is increased bias on the r -f and i -f tubes,
and reduced gain. At the same time.
switch section 27-D grounds bleeder
resistor 23, which reduces plate and
screen voltages.
The 6A8 is coupled to a single stage
of i-f .using a 6K7 tube. This tube in
turn is coupled to a 6H6 duo -diode used
as a full -wave detector. Automatic bias
is placed on the r -f and mixer tubes.
The avc line includes the potentiometer
20 and the condenser 8 which form the
tone control.
The a-f component of the signal appears across the volume control potentiometer 19-A and is fed through condenser 6 to the control grid of the 6J7
a -f tube. This tube is resistance coupled
to the 6F6 power pentode. Both a -f
tubes receive their bias from the voltage
drop across the tapped resistor 18 in the
negative leg of the power supply.
SERVICING

Any of the three bands may be
aligned without affecting the alignment
of the others. Alignment procedure for
this model is conventional. The trimmer
locations are shown in Fig. 2 and their
order of adjustment is as follows
(1) First i -f at ,456 kc.
(2) Second i -f at 456 kc.
(3) Repeat (1) and (2) if set is appreciably out of line.
(4) Calibrate the broadcast band by
adjusting trimmer 3 at 1400 kc. Then
align with trimmers 4 and 5.
(5) Using a 600-kc signal, adjust r -f
padding trimmer 6 for maximum response while working condenser gang.
(6) Recheck trimmers 4 and 5 at
:

1400 kc.

(7) Calibrate the first short-wave
band by .setting the tuning pointer of
the set to 5.5 mc, feeding a 5.5-mc signal into the antenna input, and adjusting trimmer 7 for maximum response
at the lesser end of the two trimmer
capacity settings at which resonance
may be obtained.
(Continued on page 386)
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GENERAL DATA-continued
(8) Adjust trimmers 8 and 9 for
maximum output.
(9) Calibrate the second short-wave
band by setting the dial to 16 mc, feeding a 16 -mc signal into the antenna input, and adjusting trimmer 10 for maximum response at the lesser of the two
trimmer capacity settings at which a
resonance peak may be obtained.
(10) Adjust trimmers 11 and 12
while rocking main condenser gang.
Atwater Kent Model 649
This is a three -band receiver, covering the broadcast wavelengths and the
principal short-wave bands. The band switching arrangement follows the usual
form except for section "C" of the
switch. The band -selector switch is
shown in the shortest wave position in
the diagram on the opposite page, and
it will be noted that in this case switch
section "C" is on contact C3. The arm
of switch "C" connects to the avc line.
In the position shown in the diagram
the switch shorts out the antenna secondary coil 6-7 and at the same time
disconnects the avc line from the secondary coil 4-5 which is in use. Terminal 4 of this coil is grounded with the
result that the 6K7 r -f tube operates only
with the normal initial grid bias provided by the cathode resistor R-1. When
the band -selector switch is in the medium short-wave position, the arm of
switch section "C" makes contact with
point C2. In this case the broadcast hand secondary 3 is shorted while the
coil 6-7 is in use. Likewise, terminal 7
of this coil connects to the avc line
through the arm of switch "C" with the
result that the r -f tube receives automatic bias control. With the band selector switch in the broadcast position,
and with the broadcast coil 3 in use,
the r -f tube still receives automatic bias
since the lower terminal of the broadcast coil also connects to the arm of
switch section "C."
SELECTIVITY -FIDELITY SWITCH

The 6K7 r-f tube feeds a 6A8 mixer oscillator. The output of the mixer is
amplified by two i -f stages, using 6K7
tubes. The first and second i -f transformers have two secondary windings
which connect to the "Selectivity High Fidelity Switch." With this switch in
the "selective" position, as shown in the
diagram, the main secondaries of the
two i -f transformers are grounded
through the switch arm. The condenser
C-22 which connects to the plate circuit
of the first a-f tube, is also grounded
with the result that there is slight high frequency attenuation. When the switch
386

is in the "high-fidelity" position, condenser C-22 is ungrounded and the
double secondaries of the two i -f transformers are placed in series by action

of the switch, and grounded through the

switch arm. The additional secondary
windings offset the normal i -f peak so
that the overall selectivity curve is
broadened. In the case of the first i -f
transformer, the inductance of the additional secondary opposes that of the
normal secondary with the result that
the circuit is tuned to a point slightly
above the normal i -f peak; in the case
of the second i -f transformer the inductance is additive (both secondary windings in same direction) with the result
that the circuit is tuned to a point
slightly below the normal i -f peak. This
staggered tuning provides a broadening
of the i -f amplifier resonance curvethe necessary condition for high-fidelity
reception.

AVC DELAY BIAS
The third i -f transformer feeds the
diodes P-1 and P-2 of the 6H6 second
detector and avc tube. Diode P-2 is
used for detection only and is at zero
bias since its cathode, C-2, is also
grounded. Diode P-1 is fed signal voltage through condenser C-20. This is the
avc diode. There is a delay bias on this
diode by virtue of the voltage drop in
the resistor R-18 in series with the avc
cathode C-1. Normally this delay bias
would be present only when there was
sufficient signal voltage on the avc diode
to develop current in the cathode circuit . . . in which case the delay bias
would be of no value. However, the
delay bias is not dependent upon cathode
current; it is created by the steady current flow through resistor R-18 from
the high -voltage lead containing the
bleeder resistance R-15. Consequently
volts is present on the
a delay of
ave diode at all times.
Automatic bias voltage is placed on
the r -f tube (in two wavebands), on
the mixer and on the first i -f tube. The
avc line is isolated from the ground
connection through the selectivity highfidelity switch by the blocking condensers C-12 and C-13.
The detector diode feeds the grid of
the 6C5 a -f tube through the volume control potentiometer. The 6C5 is
transformer coupled to a pair of pushpull 6F6 tubes pentode connected. The
tone control is shunted across the input
circuit of the power stage.
Socket layouts, voltage and parts
values, etc., are given in the accompanying diagram.

-2

Fada Models 150T, 150C

These were originally announced as
glass -tube receivers. Two of the glass
tubes have been replaced by metal types.
The 6D6 i -f amplifier has been replaced with a 6K7. The 6K7 has a
lower grid-to -plate capacity and is therefore less subject to regeneration. The
gain of the receiver is therefore maintained at a more uniform level.
The type 42 output tube has been replaced with a type 6F6. This tube has
less distortion and more power output
than the 42.

Cigar-Box Sets
All t -r -f cigar -box sets depend upon
regeneration for their sensitivity, and
aging and loss of efficiency have a great
deal of effect upon their performance.
These sets may often be made nearly
as good as new by placing a coil of
several turns in series with the antenna lead. Place the coil near the detector coil, turning it and varying the
position until the set works properly.
It is advisable to connect the indoor
antenna to a cold water pipe as this
will generally give better sensitivity
and stability. These sets usually pick
up considerable line noise anyway and
this change will do no harm. Set may
then hum on a carrier
reverse line
plug if necessary.
F. C. Wolven.
T -R -F

...

Eight -Pin Tube Testers

(Continued from page 381)
ment or heater pins. It was, therefore,
deemed advisable to effect an arrangement in the new tube tester designs
whereby the filament or heater current.
which may be considered as entering
the number 2 pin of the octal tubes,
could return through the "top cap" terminal or through any one of the numbered pins of such tubes, and this arrangement has been accomplished with
a "filament return selector" switch designed specifically for the new testers.
and schematically illustrated in the accompanying drawing.
By incorporating the "filament return selector" switch, no adapters are
required, and only one 8-hole socket is
needed for all present types of octal
tubes, and for all future octal tube types
in which the filament currents may return through the top cap terminal or
through any pin other than the number
2 pin through which the filament or
heater currents may be considered as
entering octal tubes.
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Public Address ..
METAL TUBES IN A
By I.

this amplifier system, -the requirements
for a modern system were noted,
namely:
(a) High gain (sufficient for the new
microphones).
(b) High power output.
(c) Low distortion (under 5%).
(d) Low hum level.
(e) Simplicity of construction.

-A AMPLIFIER

P

A. MITCHELL*

THERE

is no doubt by this time that
metal tubes will eventually replace
glass tubes in most radio receivers.
While the cost of metal tubes is at present about twice that of comparable glass
tubes, the several valuable performance
characteristics of these tubes have already taken the radio industry by storm.
This does not mean that glass tubes
should be retired to obsolescence, but
reflects the general progressiveness of
the radio field as a whole. The advantages of metal tubes in p -a work are
readily enumerated
(1) Reduction in tube noise and
microphonics.
(2) Compactness, which lends itself
to the modern trend toward simplified
equipment.
(3) Positive self -shielding.
(4) Simplified, self -aligning base
plug.
(5) Increased strength.
Increased tube strength is of great
importance in p -a work due to the great
abuse tubes normally get in such service.
In addition to the unbreakable shell,
these tubes have a more rugged internal
structure as the elements are supported
by at least seven wires leading directly
to the base pins. In addition to the physical advantages enumerated, we must
also consider the psychological effect of

external
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Fig. 2. Complete diagram, with parts values, of the metal -tube public-address amplifier.

metal tubes and their obvious, "the latest," effect on the ultimate purchaser or
user of p -a equipment.
Keeping in mind all the aforementioned metal tube advantages, the p-a
amplifier described below was designed
and developed to form an inexpensive
unit ideal from the engineering standpoint.
As a starting point in the design of

To take care of the low-level microphones encountered today, it was found
that a gain of about 95 db would be necessary. While this gain will take care of
crystal and high-level velocity and dynamic microphones, a pre -amplifier should
be used with the extremely low-level
unit. To take care of the varied power
requirements met up with in p-a work, a
power output of 35 watts was decided
upon. The average amplifier available
in the past to meet the specifications in
the preceding paragraph would be quite
a complex unit. However, through
proper application of the new metal
tubes, it was found possible to accomplish all this with only three stages, and
on a single compact chassis incorporating newly developed chromshield audio
filter and power component.
THE CIRCUIT

illustrates the appearance of
the final amplifier. Fig. 2 is the corresponding wiring schematic. The unusual simplicity of construction and wiring is apparent at a glance. There i,
nothing tricky in the entire circuit. An
input transformer is not mounted on
the chassis due to the strong tendency
towards the use of crystal microphones
and high -impedance velocity mikes.
The input feeds directly into the first
grid, with a 0.5 meg grid volume control. The first tube is a 6C5. This tube
is an ideal voltage amplifier as it has
(Continued on page 394)
Fig.

Fig. I.

388

View of the completed metal -tube public-address amplifier.
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What we mean by "SURGPROOF" and "OPENPROOF"
TOBE Tubular Condensers are now manufactured to result in as high a quality product as the present statt, of the
art will permit. Windings are made up of the finest paper
dielectric obtainable, impregnated in purest wax, cooled under a fine grade of oil and then given a secondary impregnation in a moisture proof compound. Such unusual construction
gives the condenser the ability to withstand peak voltage
surges of several thousand volts.
The use of the metal end piece, illustrated, provides a path
for the radiation of heat from the solder iron, preventing this
heat from melting the pigtail connection and causing the condenser to become "open".
Thus, TOBE Condensers will withstand severe peak surges
and are insured against opening.

JUST FIT THEM TOGETHER/
The individual TOBE ADD -A UNIT Cabinets may be quickly assembled by means of the ingenious
use of tongues in the side of one
container that fit into the slots on
the side of another. After the
tongues are inserted in the slots,
they are bent over by means of a
pair of pliers and the two cabinets
7C6 slot
are locked permanently together.
The cabinets may be stacked one on top of the other in the
same manner. A pair of end holes are provided on the bottom of each unit so that the units may be fastened to the
bench supporting the entire cabinet.
As can be seen by the photographs, there are many possibilities in the arrangement of these units in accordance with
the space available on the serviceman's bench.
I

-cr/eveu.dcr.cfrI
TUBULAR SURGPROOF AND
OPENPROOF CONDENSERS

Amt.

3
2
3

5
5
5

5
3
3

Cap.
MFD
.001
.002
.005
.01
.02
.05
.10
.25
.50

D. C.

Type

Price Total
List

Volts
Working
600
600
600
600
600
400
400
400
400

M - 1
M - 2
M - 5

M-10

M - 20
M - 50

410 T
425 T
450 T

.18
.18
.18
.18
.20
.22
.25
.35
.50

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

Total List Price
Less Serviceman's Discount of 40%

.54
.36
.54
.90
1.00
1.10
1.25
1.05
1.50

$8.24
3.30

Net

$4.94

Plus fair cost of one
TOBE Add -a -Unit Cabinet

2.00

TOTAL VALUE

Servicemen's Net Cost of Condensers with
(TOBE Condenser
FREE Cabinet.
Kit No. 1.) only

iW
$4.94

A- UNIT CABINET
Tee WITI-1
aY
t

TOBE

ÍOB

D -A -UNIT

e

COflDEflSER KITS:
et-A70-

Coneiez- o,r

.C.Qi

.7-freag.
9

ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS

Peak
Volts

TOBE DRY ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS ARE
JUSTLY FAMOUS
Since the development of the dry electrolytic condenser,
TOBE condensers have been in use by servicemen throughout
the nation. In hot humid climates and in cold temperatures,
TOBE Condensers have given highly satisfactory service. The
TOBE process of the manufacture of electrolytic condensers
is perhaps more expensive than that employed by any other
manufacturer. The freedom of trouble and the ability to
operate for thousands of hours without interruption, is a direct contribution of this more expensive process. Radio engineers and servicemen alike have great faith in this product.
If you are not using TOBE DRY ELECTRIC CONDENSERS
today try this kit of popular sizes and you will be pleasantly
surprised at how easily they fit into tight places, their workmanlike appearance and the long service they will render.

D. C.

Type

List
Price

500
500
500

618
518
514

1.05
.95
.75

Total
2.10
4.75
1.50

Total List Price
Less Servicemen's discount of 40%

$8.35
3.34

Amt.

MFD
Cap.

2

8

5

8

2

4

Net
Plus fair cost of one
TOBE Add -a -Unit Cabinet
TOTAL VALUE
Servicemen's Net Cost of Condensers with
FREE Cabinet.
(TOBE Condenser
Kit No. 2.) only

/

$5.01
2.00

$5.01

The successful serviceman is the one who intelligently
manages his business. Good business management can be reflected from the service bench in neatncss and orderliness of
equipment, parts, supplies. exc. Considerable time can be
lost on an untidy bench looking for replacement parts and
tools. Here is an opportunity to obtain an expensive metal
cabinet in which to properly store all service equipment where
it may be readily inspected and to have the well "managed
shop. Order one or both kits from your wholesale distributor
today. Or, if he does not have them in stock, order direct
from the factory, TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION,
Canton, Massachusetts.

SENSATIONAL NEWS for

Radio Servicemen!
ONCE THIS WAS AN

OLD FASHIONED

Amazing Merchandising Plan
DEVELOPED BY FAMOUS CONSULTING ENGINEER

RADIO RECEIVER
GENERAL MOTORS
120
1929

_

"HIGHBOY"
1930 VINTAGE

CONVERTED
TO AN UP-

TO-DATE
MODEL
PROVIDING

1936

ALL -WAVE
WORLD WIDE
RECEPTION

The Browning '35' with the famous Tobe
Super Tuner is an established success. It has
been hailed and acclaimed by editors and engineers from Coast to Coast. It makes a completed job that will bring a thrill of pleasure
to every Serviceman. It will thrill you as it has
the experts-in its ability to get greater distance with less noise! Small wonder that it is
the ideal unit to utilize in modernizing outmoded receivers!
The General Motors 120, 1929 vintage, illustrated, is but one of the jobs that you can modernize. To all intents and purposes this is a
1936 All -Wave, world-wide receiver of superlative characteristics.
Call at your nearest jobber today. Listen
to this remarka6ie job. If he cannot supply
you, write us direct for the complete story including circuit diagrams, parts list, prices, discounts, etc.

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION
CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Dept. S-95
Export Dept., 105 Hudson St., New York, N. Y.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
Recognized for.15 years as one of the most
progressive and alert manufacturers in the
Radio Field; devoted to the interests of Servicemen everywhere, Tobe Deutschmann Corporation is proud to bring these two Money Making
Opportunities to you. Progressive Servicemen,
too, are realizing more and more that they must
deal with a company who will show them how
and where to make money. Tobe does exactly
that, so we ure you to get on the band wagon
with TOBE in 1936!

ZEH BOUCK
Shows Way to Big New Profits
Radio Servicemen who have been kicking about

loss of business and lack of profitable service jobs will

welcome this astonishing new merchandising plan
which hundreds of Servicemen have used successfully
and PROFITABLY! This is not hairbrained scheme,
an unworkable plan! It's a sound, proven merchandising idea conceived by Zeh Bouck who is a practical
and internationally famous consulting engineer.
He has explained all about this new merchandising idea, this money making plan in a compact book
which it is our privilege to publish and present to you.
It tells how you can take obsolete receivers housed in
expensive cabinets and convert them into modern, upto-date, ALL -WAVE, WORLD-WIDE RADIOS of su-

perlative performance!
Mr. Serviceman, you owe it to yourself, to your
business to send 25c for this revealing book NOWtoday It will open your eyes to immense profit possibilities right in your neighborhood. The small price
!

asked only partially
covers the cost of
handling for together
with the book you'll
receive: A complete
Sales Promotion Kit
including 2 foot Scale,
Display Card, Advertising Mats, Special
Advertising Stickers,
stc.

With Mr. Bouck's
Book plus the Sales
Promotion Kit you can
honestly qualify as a

"Modernization Engineer" and get into Big
Money!
BE DEUTSCHMANN CORP.,
Canton, Massachusetts.
Dept.
Enclosed find 25c for Zeh Bouck's new book describing
his Merchandising Plan plus the complete Sales Promotion Kit.
for Condenser Kit No.
Enclosed find $
together with FREE ADD -A -UNIT Cabinet.

Name
ddress
City

State

Auto -Radio..
VIBRATORS -THEORY AND PRACTICE
By ALLEN S.

NACE*

PART III

The final article on auto -radio power -supply units. This deals with an extension
of the vibrator -type device into the field of 32 -volt supply where special design

problems are encountered.

sideration in designing several dearly
32 -volt radio receivers, and the result
was an extremely high percentage of

vibrator and power -supply failures.
When radio and vibrator engineers had
time to put in sufficient research to determine the cause of these failures,
much of this early trouble was eliminated by compensating for the small
primary used on the transformer by
inserting a resistance of from 6 to 10
ohms in series with the battery and cen-

ter tap of the transformer primary.
As there is little difference in the
secondary operation of the transformer
from that of the standard 6 -volt practice, the latter may be followed satisfactorily in 32 -volt design.
HIGH -VOLTAGE DESIGN

ANUMBER of problems are encountered in the design of the 32 volt vibrator not found in the 6 -volt
type and it is necessary to make some
provision in the 32 -volt power supply
for these changes.
Low

AND

HIGH POWER

There are two general applications of
the 32 -volt vibrator. One is the conversion of 32 -volt direct current into high
voltage a -c and then rectifying it to be
used as a plate supply for radio receivers. This application was designed primarily for batteryless radio reception
on farms and in rural homes where 32 volt battery electrical systems are in
common usage. The second application
is to convert 32 -volt direct current into
110 -volt a -c for the operation of standard household electrical appliances
such as radio receivers, vacuum cleaners, washing machines, etc. Because of
the high current output required for
such applications, designing a vibrator
that will function efficiently over a long
period is considerably more difficult
than constructing a vibrator for a 32 volt radio receiver power supply.
METHODS USED

Common practice among 32 -volt radio
set manufacturers is to design a power
supply to supply a maximum of 150 to
225 volts at 30 to 40 mils, which is
below the average for 6 -volt receivers.
Both synchronous and non -synchronous
types of vibrators are used. Where an
84 rectifying tube is employed in conjunction with the non -synchronous vibrator, the filament supply may be
taken from the battery in series with
other tubes in the receiver, or it may
be obtained from a special winding on
the transformer. This, of course, places
an additional drain on the vibrator.
VIBRATOR -TRANSFORMER

COMBINATION

Considerable trouble was encountered
*Director of Vibrator Research, The Radiart
Corporation.
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in a number of the first 32 -volt power supply units placed on the market, due
largely to improperly designed transformers. The basis of the well designed,
efficient 32-volt power supply for a

radio receiver is the vibrator -transformer combination. The primary of
the transformer must, of course, have
two 32 -volt windings, where a full wave vibrator is to be used.
The chief danger in any vibrator
application is arcing at the points. In
6-volt applications the voltage is so low
this danger is considerably minimized,
but at 32 volts the voltage is approaching a degree, 50 volts, where the natural
tendency is toward an arcing or spark jumping effect even without taking
into consideration the surges that follow the breaking of the contact at the
vibrator points. This will be readily
seen when it is remembered that the
difference in potential across the two
outside windings of the primary is 64
volts (center tapped for the two 32 -volt
windings) .
ARCING OF CONTACTS

The result is that, without careful
attention to transformer design, when
contact is broken at the vibrator point,
the relatively high voltage winding of
the primary, coupled with the surge
of current backing up from the secondary, will cause current to jump across
the points in the form of a spark. This
will become a continuous burning arc
across both points and the points on the
vibrator reed. The temperature of this
arc is so great that the vibrator is
ruined in a short time. The solution to
this problem is a generous primary on
the transformer with a sufficient amount
of resistance to dampen or decrease the
voltage surge that follows the break
at the contact points. The recommended
minimum number of turns for the primary of a 32-volt transformer is 406.
CURE

This factor was not taken into con-

In applying the vibrator principle to
obtaining 110 volts a -c from a 32 -volt
direct -current source, the problem of a
vibrator design capable of a sufficiently
large output becomes serious.
In order to furnish current capable
of operating a practical number of
household devices, the vibrator must be
able to stand up under a continuous
load of approximately 200 watts, rating
the vibrator and transformer combination at 50 percent efficiency.
While the secondary winding is comparatively small for the 110-volt output, the heavy current reacts in the
primary, shooting a surge of considerable proportions that must be dampened, or the life of the vibrator and
power supply will be very brief.
BUFFER CONDENSER

In addition to a large primary of
about 400 turns, which, in this case,
must have large enough wire to carry
the heavy current, an extremely large
buffer condenser across the secondary
of the transformer is necessary. Conventional practice is to make the value
of this condenser approximately 1 mfd
in order to reduce the peaks caused by
the breaking of contact at vibrator
points.
It should be stated here that a particularly well -designed vibrator of critical construction and sufficient ruggedness to stand up under the pressure of
the heavy load, will be necessary for
efficient operation in an application of
this type.
A number of these 32 -volt converters
have been placed on the market and
vibrator failures have been frequent because all of these factors have not been
given as much attention in the past as
they might have.
In theory it is quite possible to build
a thoroughly workable and efficient converter of this type, but mechanical limitations and the relatively small amount
of research that has been done in this
field have handicapped development.
393

AUTO-RADIO-continued
The spread of 32 -volt household
equipment and perfection of the 6 -volt
and 3Z-volt household receivers have
narrowed the field for the 32 -volt-110 volt a -c converter to such an extent
that no great amount of future development may be expected unless some
broader field is opened for this application.
SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATOR POSSIBILITIES

As fundamental design and construction of the vibrator have continued to
improve to the point where its life and
service are comparable to that of the
vacuum tube, auto -radio power supply
engineers are devoting more and more
time to the synchronous vibrator.
The possibilities of this self-rectifying unit have long been recognized but
its development has been retarded for
several reasons.
When public demand for an economical all -electric auto -radio forced the
manufacturer to turn to the vibrator as
a method of power supply, the vibrator
was still in the experimental stage.
There was no background for either
design or construction. Consequently
the early vibrator was far from a
trouble -free device. While the public
appeared willing to put up with the inconvenience of frequent servicing in
METAL -TUBE AMPLIFIER
(Continued from page 388)
an appreciably higher amplification factor than the 56 or 76 (20), and has a
plate resistance of only 10,000 ohms,
which means that practically the entire
amplification factor is made available.
This tube is parallel -fed and transformer
coupled to a pair of 6C5's which in turn
drive the output tubes through a special

driver transformer.
POWER STAGE

Four 6F6's in push-pull parallel are
used in the output stage. It was found
that these tubes can deliver more power
and at less distortion connected as pentodes, rather than as triodes. In the circuit shown, the available power output
is 35 watts at 5% distortion, and 40
watts at 7%. The 6F6's in A Prime
operate somewhat differently than the

42 glass tubes, and appreciably more
power can be obtained from these tubes

as pentodes rather than as triodes, and
at low distortion. Due to the higher mu
of the tubes operated as pentodes, low
bias is required (21 volts) for A Prime
operation, and also less driving power is
necessary. A pair of 6C5's were found
capable of driving the four pentodes to
maximum output with self-bias.
It will be noted that 1000-ohm re394

order to have all-electric receivers in
their cars, naturally neither the engineer
nor the manufacturer was satisfied until
a trouble -proof, long-lived power supply could be devised. Since the non synchronous vibrator in combination
with the 84 -type rectifying tube offered
the simplest method of obtaining such
a power supply, the majority of engineering effort and research was confined to this type of vibrator.
EARLY EXPERIMENTS

Some early experiments were made
with the synchronous vibrators and a
half -wave series unit was included in
one of the first popular sets placed on
the market. The results were not encouraging, and influenced other manufacturers to concentrate largely on the
non -synchronous vibrator. The limitations of the series vibrator were, of
course, only amplified in the synchronous unit.
TUBE LIMITATIONS

The limitations of the type 84 rectifying tube have had much to do with
the increased interest in the synchronous vibrator. The public at first was
willing to put up with most anything
as long as it could receive radio programs in an automobile. Then came the
sistors are used in series with one pair
of grids to stabilize the push-pull parallel combination. The input and output
transformers are very important in this
A Prime circuit and should be perfectly
matched, or the power output will he
reduced considerably. The output transformer shown is universal in nature,
having both a 500 -ohm line termination
and also a tapped voice coil winding
which will take care of up to twenty
speakers. The hum level is kept at a
negligible value through the use of a
good two -stage, choke -condenser filter
and an additional resistance -capacitance
filter in the first stage.
All in all, it is apparent that the metal
tubes lend themselves well to the construction of high -quality p -a equipment.
With proper precautions in the amplifier construction and the choice of good
transformers, together with quiet resistors and stable condensers, the amplifier described will be found foolproof
for any p -a work.
Tire Static

We recently experienced an uncommon case of tire static occurring in the
rear tires of a Plymouth car. We were
able to completely lick this difficult
problem of interference by connecting a

demand for better service from their
receivers, then better sensitivity, selectivity, and now tone quality is becoming paramount. To produce this combination, a good many engineers and
set manufacturers believe is not practical with the current limitations of the
84 tube. Also a few are requiring six
and sometimes seven tubes in the receiving circuit, which, with the half ampere
required for the rectifying tube, makes
the drain on the car battery perhaps
objectionable.
Better circuit design and better application of filtering and shielding have

eliminated the "hash" bugaboo from the
synchronous vibrator.
CONCLUSION

A number of fine receivers utilizing
the synchronous vibrator were placed
on the market this year and their efficient service, which you may be certain
has been carefully observed by the entire auto -radio industry, will result in
an increased number of synchronous
vibrator power -supply receivers being
introduced for the 1936 season.
The synchronous power supply also
is expected to be used extensively in
the 6 -volt home receiver field next
year.
bond from the rear axle housing to the
frame of the car, allowing sufficient
slack to provide for the flexing of the

rear springs.
FRANK CRAIG, Courtesy Motorola

Installing Motorola 75 and 57
If it is necessary to install Motorola
Models 57 and 75 to the left of the steering column-mount them in an inverted
position to avoid sharp bends in the control shafts. The performance of the sets
will not be affected in any way.
Do not mount them on their side as
this will result in short tube life. No
tube built can stand this abuse.

Motorola-Excessive Antenna
Capacity
After installing any model Motorola,
be sure to trim the antenna condenser.
Make certain that the trimmer peaks
sharply. If it does not, it indicates too
much capacity in the car antenna.
Check it with a Motorola antenna capacity bridge.
It is very important that it be not over
300 mmfd. If you find the capacity higher
but indications are that it is otherwise
satisfactory, connect a .00025 mica, condenser in series with the lead-in. This
condenser may be conveniently installed
in the antenna junction box.

SERVICE FOR

"YOUR NEW BOOK
SURE FILLS THE

BILL"

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF SYLVANIA'S
NEW VOLUME OF SERVICE HINTS

..

SERVICE

MEN ALL OVER THE COUNTRY TELL US THEY

WOULDN'T BE WITHOUT IT

... SHORT CUTS

AND INSIDE DOPE ON EVERY DAY PROBLEMS

New ways to solve everyday problems . . . hundreds of short cuts that practical service men have
discovered for themselves ... get these up-to-date
tips in Sylvania's new Volume of Service Hints!
You may have helped write this book ... hundreds
of successful service men did ... sent in their solutions of tough problems .. . and Sylvania compiled
them all in this Free booklet that's yours for the
asking. It will pay you to send for it, because it
may save you hours of trouble shooting on some
hard to crack job.

Don't wait. Mail the coupon below for your copy
of Volume 2 of Sylvania SERVICE HINTS
today. The up-to-the-minute tips contained in it
will put you in line for jobs you didn't know you
could do! Clip the coupon now and your copy
of Sylvania SERVICE HINTS will be mailed to
you in a few days.

THERE'S NO CHARGE . . SEND
FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY

r

S91

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION,
Emporium, Pa..

Please send me free, without obligation, Volume 2 of
Sylvania's "Service Hints."
Experimenter
Amateur
Call
Serviceman
Employed by dealer El

Independent

THE SET -TESTED RADIO TUBE

D 1935

SEPTEMBER,

1935

15.

NAME
ADDRESS
I

I

S. C.

CITY
NAME OF JOBBER

STATE

ADDRESS

SAY

You

SAW IT IN SERVICE

I

I

Member Service Organization

Makers of Sylvania Tubes and Hygrade Lamps
Factories: Emporium, Pa., Salem, Mass., St. Mary's Pa.

I
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RECEIVER CASE HISTORIES
Balkeit 41A

Oscillation: Caused by tube shields
working loose or not fitting properly.
Tube shields on all tubes must fit firmly
and connections between control grid
and diode plates of 75 should be kept
as far apart as possible. Solder flexible
wire leads to all tube shields and ground
to chassis.
Geo. F. Baptiste.
Belmont 41, 42A
Failure to operate: Common cause is
shorted primary of output transformer.

Replace with new unit.
Geo. F. Baptiste.
Bosch 350

Hum, especially when set is first turned
on : Also, dial light bulb will flicker and
all heater voltages will be low. The
cause is poor soldering lug ground at
2A6 socket, Solder heavy wires from
ground lugs at all sockets to chassis.
Poor image -frequency selection: Move
aerial wire away from first detector r -f
coil and shield wire by telescoping a
piece of metal braid over aerial wire's
cambric insulation, grounding the shielding. A bottom plate of sheet metal may
be placed over this end of the chassis
to minimize pickup by the coils and
wiring.
Paid D. Shields.
Colonial 36, 36-P, 114
Excessive hum: Caused by open or
very high values of the 400,000 -ohm resistors in series with the leads from the
push-pull 245s to the hum -balancing potentiometer. Remove dual resistor unit.
Solder new 400,000 -ohm half-watt resistors to the grid terminal of each 45
socket and the "outside" leads from the
potentiometer, and the "center" lead
directly to the 245 biasing resistor. Note
that center lead is tap and does not go
to potentiometer arm. A. E. Lindner.
Colonial 136
25Z5 flashes: Caused by electrolytic
condenser in power supply. This unit
is rated at 175 volts. Replace with 225 or 250 -volt condenser. Replace 0.02mfd condenser across plates of 25Z5
rectifier with unit rated for 400 volts.
original unit being rated at 300 volts.
In a -c, d -c models check antenna
series condenser. If particular model
does not have this condenser, put in
Geo. F. Baptiste.
0.001-mfd unit.
Columbia C -100-A

Cutting off: This occurs at irregular intervals and only during passage of
396

strong signals. Voltage tests showed
that when set cut out the voltage next
to the rectifier would drop about 50
volts, at the output of the filter, about
150 volts, and at plate of power pentode,
about 175 volts. The trouble was traced
to a defective 47, the insulation of which
would break clown on strong signals.
F. C. Wolven.
Crosley 54

Low volume: Replace 0.1-mfd condenser
between detector plate and audio grid,
if it shows more than 50 to 75 megohms
leakage. Considerable increase in sensitivity may be obtained by changing the
150,000-ohm detector plate resistor to
300,000 or 400,000 ohms.
F. C. Wolven.
Eveready 50

Voltage divider: In case proper resistors are not at hand to replace voltage
divider, discard old divider and connect
a 5,000 -ohm, 25 -watt resistor between
B positive and ground. Feed screens
through 12,500-ohm, 2 -watt resistor
with a 25,000 -ohm, 1 -watt bleeder. The
screen voltages may be 10 or 15 volts
too high, but this does no harm and increases sensitivity. This applies only
to the run using a 2500- and 2250-ohm
resistor combination as voltage divider.
F. C. Wolven.
Fada KW Chassis 48, 49

Low volume, tendency towards audio
oscillation: Set will play a little with
one test prod touching plate terminal
of second i -f stage. There is a pronounced tendency towards audio oscillation and set emits steady whistle with
tone control in "high" position. Rotor
arm of volume control does not make
contact with resistance element. This
should not be confused with worn out or
burned out volume control. When control increases its resistance due to these
causes, the automatic volume control becomes over -effective and cuts down signal. Since volume control is part of avc
system, its value must be exact.
F. C. Wolven.
Freed -Eismann NR -80, NR -85

Noisy volume control: These sets use
a special volume -control strip. Use a
2000- or 3000 -ohm potentiometer arrangement "a la Radiola 18" across the
antenna choke. There is always plenty
of room to the lower right of the tuning
drum for a control. Enclose leads in
grounded shield and adjust third neutralizing condenser to a point just below
oscillation at 1500 kc.
F. C. IV olven.

General Electric A-53 (Metal)
Noise: Set develops a high, thin, hissing
sound which gradually changes to a
"birdie" whistle on all stations. The
cause is a faulty r-f 6K7 tube.
F. C. Wolven.

General Electric A-65 (Metal)

Noise at high volume levels causing interference in other sets: Trouble due to
filings in air gap of speaker.
F. C. Wolven.
General Electric M-81, M-86
Choosing second detector avc tubes:
Great care should be exercised in choosing these tubes. I saw one very interesting case of double leakage in one of
these tubes (75). The tube showed a
leakage of 50,000 ohms and 55,000 ohms
from respective diode plates to heater
at time leakage was detected. As tube
aged, this resistance decreased until set
would hardly operate at all. When set
was received from factory, the avc action was somewhat ineffective ; set
would overload with volume control
one-fourth on. A very slight leakage
will produce this effect, and the gradual
decrease in resistance resulted in the
later lack of sensitivity.
Another 75 worked fine except that
set was noisy when warming up. This
did not occur when 75 was out of its
socket, but was considerably louder
when control -grid clip was removed
from cap of tube. The set should hum
loudly when control -grid circuit is open,
hut in this case no hum was present.
Trouble was traced to a leakage of
about 100 megohms between control grid

and plate. High plate voltages during
warm-up period accentuated the trouble.
Tube checkers will not detect these
faults. I use a source of 450-475 volts
dc in series with 500-volt, 1000 -ohm per -volt voltmeter. The power pack of
set will do nicely in a pinch. Test tubes
cold and use only best test prods to
avoid stray leakage.
F. C. Wolven.
E. Little General
Open or off -value resistors: These resistors do not stand up well. Replace
with good units according to data in
Rider's 3-1.
F. C. Wolven.

G.

Kolster K-131, K-132

Poor sensitivity or insufficient avc control: Generally due to resistor associated with avc system having changed
value.
Gen. F. Baptiste.
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Raytheon's 33 New Tube Deals
offer a wide range of service equipment,

designed to meet 1935-36 conditions
including the special requirements or
metal tubes and octal sockets.

"TUBE TALKS" Modern Radio Service and Merchandising (including tube
complements). This 48 -page book is hot off-the -press, full of sales ideas, service
tips and constructive suggestions, which
have been tried out and proved in actual
practice. Subjects cover not only radio
MODERN RADIO SERVICE
tubes but also include sound methods
AND MERCHANDISING
applicable to all radio products.
Finally, 30 of the 48 pages are devoted
to a tube complement section which lists
the types and numbers of tubes required
by various model receivers of 25 wellA""';;°"'°°ocn°e
T
known radio manufacturers. This data
x.
covers over 2,000 models. This informa'
tion should be available for reference,
in all dealers' sales and service departments arid by all independent service men.
This is the start of a service reference library. The binding, designed especially
for this book, permits the addition of supplementary pages which we will supply
periodically
We believe this book is unique and is worth many times the price
placed upon it. First edition is limited . . . . . Mailed prepaid for 50c
RRRPR

...

Ask your Jobber for complete details of Raytheon's New Tube Deals or write to

RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORPORATION
General Sales Office: Dept.
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F9A,

30 East 42nd Street, New York
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RECEIVER CASE HISTORIES-continued
Majestic 300
Low volume; distortion: Very low volume with severe distortion with volume
control in center position. Advancing
or retarding control resulted in set cutting out entirely, distortion increasing
considerably before set stopped. Found
condensers C-17 and C-24 leaking badly.
Replacement resulted in too much volume, distortion still being present. This
was caused by leakage in C-18. C-13
also proved leaky. Set now played normally with 18- to 24 -inch antenna. On
standard antenna a faint whistle, variable with dial setting, could be heard on
strong stations. This was diagnosed
as forced oscillation due to ineffective
avc system, since set still had too much
volume and trouble would disappear if
circuit was thrown slightly off balance.
Replacement of C-19, C-20 and C-21
cured the difficulty. All condensers
should be of 600 -volt type.
Condenser testing: To speed up testing
of condensers in this and other sets, first
check to see if one side of condenser is
connected to ground or returns to
ground through less than 500,000-ohm
to 1-megohm resistance. Then disconnect opposite side from circuit and connect a 500-volt, 1000 -ohm -per -volt
meter from the rectifier filament to the
open side of the condenser. Discard any
condenser under 0.5-mfd that shows the
slightest measurable leakage. Even
4-mfd paper types should show practically no leakage, though old. For
really accurate work a 100 -volt, 10,000 ohm -per -volt meter in series with two
B batteries, is preferable, as it is then
possible to detect even the slightest
charging current.
F. C. Wolven.

Montgomery Ward 40, 40A, 62-11,
62-14
Oscillation, especially on low -frequency
stations and extending to all but very
highest if condensers are not in good
alignment: Caused by open 40,000 -ohm
resistor connecting to center tap of one
oscillator coil winding and in ground
return circuit of 27 oscillator's grid.
Paul D. Shields.
Philco 45

Pickup: The early models must be rebalanced before they will have the
proper pickup. The i-f is 460 kc.
Keith F. Martin.
Philco 54
Low d -c voltage: Look for open 12-mfd
electrolytic condenser (part No. 302001). Replace with new unit.
Keith. F. Martin.
398

Philco 65

Oscillation: All cathode bypass condensers tend to become intermittent,
particularly the cathode bypasses. It
may also be necessary to connect a
0.00025- or 0.0005-mfd mica condenser
from low side of detector plate choke to
ground. In very stubborn cases bond
both ends of the condenser rotor shaft
to the condenser frame and then to
ground. The detector tube should be
perfect-even a slightly weak tube will
cut the volume greatly. Some sets work
better with a 56 in this position.
F. C. Wolven.
Sparfon 26

Intermittent:

Replace 1-mfd round,
metal -clad condenser Number 831. Following condensers generally leaky and
should be replaced Three 0.2-mfd, 200 volt ; 0.05-mfd, 400 -volt 0.006-mfd, 600 -

Stromberg -Carlson No. 82
This is a ten -tube, four -range receiver. No. 82 is for .105 to 125 -volt,
50-60 cycle line, and uses Chassis
P-22723 with Loudspeaker P-22738.
The No. 82-B is for 105 to 125-volt,
25-60 cycle line, and uses Chassis
P-22724 with Loudspeaker P-22738.
U. S. Apex 12, 120 (Chassis 1200)
Audio end of set alive, r-f and i -f tubes

dead: Plate -to -cathode voltages on tubes
about 10 volts. Voltage across output
of power pack slightly below normal.
cathode-to -chassis voltage on r -f and i -f
tubes about 250 volts. The 4600 -ohm
section of speaker No. 2 tested 100 ohms
due to shorted turns.
F. C. Wolven.
U. S. Radio & Television Radiotrope 27

:

;

volt.

E. M. Prentke
Sparfon Models and I -F Peaks
The i -f peaks for recent Sparton
receivers are given in the following
table.
I -F Peak
Model
456
58
456
-594
456
655
The Model 58 is a battery -operated
set, while the 594 and 655 are ac/dc

Oscillation: Usually due to open or defective cathode bypass condenser (one
of 0.4-mfd sections in metal -clad unit).
Replace with 0.5-mfd, 200 -volt condenser.
No plate voltage on 27 and no screen
voltage on 24's : The 8,400 -ohm section
of voltage divider is open.
E. M. Prentke
Wells -Gardner 40, 40A

Oscillation: (See Montgomery Ward
40, 40A, 62-11, 62-14.)

Paul D. Shields.

units.

Wells -Gardner S-732 Series 06Z Auto

Stewart -Warner Series 108
Insufficient volume: The 36 detector
tube plate resistor has changed value.

The rating for this resistor is 0.25 watt,
2.1 megs. Also, check 36 detector cathode resistor and bypass condenser.
Replace the 38 -power amplifier.
Geo. F. Baptiste.

Radios

Repair data: For the Wells -Gardner
S-732 Series 06Z auto -radio receivers
is given in Table I. This data includes
symptoms, their cause and repair, as
well as the preventative measures used to
guard against similar future troubles.
P. R. Kendall

TABLE
Symptoms
Set dead
Set dead
Set dead

Findings

No plate voltages

No plate voltages. Shorted
.02-mfd condenser across
secondary of power trans-

former
Vibrator not operating

Excessive vibrator noise
in speaker

Excessive vibrator noise
in speaker

Oscillation
Speaker rattle
Set locked in both the
locked and unlocked key
position
Excessive vibrator noise
in speaker

Repair

Replace filter condenser

Solder broken lead

power transformer
broken off
"One lead of .25-mfd r -f

Solder broken lead

of

cathode condenser broken
off

Dirt in speaker

Replace condenser

Replace vibrator and power trai.sformer with
new type
Ground pigtail on ant. lead

"One lead of .02-mfd con-

denser across secondary

Prevention of

Future Trouble

Anchor bulk of condenser to power transformer

Anchor bulk of condenser to frame of gang
condenser
Replace speaker
Re -install set so that
speaker is facing down
or out-NOT UP
Bend strip so as to clear set -screw in un locked position only

Cast aluminum strip
warps, thus locking volurne control in both key
positions
Look for cathode leakages or shorts in any of the tubes. Replace tubes
one at a time and note difference in vibrator noise

"This trouble caused by excessive vibration-usually in 4 -cylinder cars.
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The first all -metal tubes announced had the
filament or heater circuits terminate at pins numbered 2 and 7. Subsequently, the metal tube
5Z4 was announced with a filament circuit terminated by pins number 2 and 8, so that two
8 -prong sockets or an extra switch had to
be incorperated in tube tester designs,
unless socket contacts No. 7 and
No. 8 were connected together
within the tester, thereby providing incomplete test of
ALL octal tubes.
' Supreme engineers, however, foresaw at the time
that other tubes would be
announced in which a
filament circuit would not
necessarily terminate at
pins No. 2 and No. 7 or No.
2 and No. 8, but that the filament COULD terminate at any
one of eight possible positions.
Supreme anticipated "Roaming
Filaments" and incorporated in 1936
Models an exclusive feature "Filament Re turn Selection" whereby the filament current,

which may be considered as entering the No. 2
pin of octal tubes, could return through the "top
cap" or through ANY of the tube base prongs.
This development enables Supreme owners
to immediately take care of such new tubes as
the type 6P7, just announced, in which the
heater circuit is terminated by pin
numbered 2 and 3 or any other
new tube which may be announced in the future in which
the filament (or heater) current returns through any
pins other than those specified in the original series
of octal tubes.

Remember, "Filament
Return Selection" is found
only in 1936 Supreme Instruments. An exclusive development of Supreme engineers,
it is just one more reason most
wide-awake servicemen are choosing new Supreme models in preference to any other make.

NEW SUPREME CATALOG NOW READY -FREE

Practically all good jobbers now have these instruments in stock for demonstration
and for your inspection-Supreme's new complete catalog, just off the press and sent
to you without obligation, tells you more about "Roaming Filaments."

INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION
SUPREME
Greenwood, Mississippi
Supreme Bldg.
538
Export Dept., Associated Exporters Co.. 1457 Broadway, New York City.

SUPREME 89-STANDARD
TUBE TESTER
A new low priced Tube Tester.

featuring Supreme's famous
Neonized leakage test . $34.95

SEPTEMBER,

1
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SUPREME 89 DELUXE TUBE TESTER
The 7 -in -1 instrument. Resistance
ranges to 20 megohms are with selfcontained power supply $45.95. Available also in beautiful Tri -Toned

Walnut counter display model.
SAY

You

SAW IT IN SERVICE

Cable Address, LOPREH, New York

SUPREME 385-AUTOMATIC

A multi -unit instrument, combining features of 339-DeLuxe Analyzer and 89-

DeLuxe Tube Tester, plus other flexibility features possible only through Supreme's exclusive uni -construction $77.95
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An Efficient Accounting System for the
Radio Service Man
There are many useful and necessary
articles written to cover the technical
and sales portion of the radio service
industry, but there seems to be very little written about that equally important
end of the business, namely, the accounting records and books of the Service
Man. It must be remembered that this
part of the business is the means of
determining success or failure, and to
insure success a clear-cut comprehensive system must be kept-one which
will not take much time and expense
to maintain. It has been my observation that a great many radio Service
Men have a tendency to give more attention to the technical and sales sides
of their business and to neglect their
books which record the great principles
of investment and expenses. Too much
is taken for granted and the result is
not proper control of their business to
preserve success. It is believed by the
writer that one reason for this condi-

tion is either a lack of an efficient accounting system furnishing all necessary facts with as little work as possible, or to a system not selected to meet
the needs and the problems of the radio
Service Man.
ADVANTAGES OF SYSTEM

The object, of this article is to give
in as plain and as clear as possible manner an effective and efficient system of
accounting, easy to apply to the radio
service business and involving little
time and effort to record the necessary
facts. The system to be described is
designed to meet the needs of the small
business having the records kept by
the radio Service Man himself, who,
wanting to spend as little time as possible in this phase of his business, will
yet have a useful, complete and necessary record of his daily business. It can
be equally well applied to the larger
business and requires only a few minutes each day, with little expense for
stationery. It has been in use in our

ARDMORE, OKLAHOMA,

,
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IN ACCOUNT WITH

DIBRELL'S RADIO SERVICE
PHONE 1497

803 C ST., N. W.

MEMBER RADIO MANUFACTURERS SERVICE

AMATEUR RADIO STATION WSBLW

DATE

Serial No.

Model

Make of Set

RADIO SERVICE PERFORMED

Cost Us

PARTS USED

Charges

Credits

Parts Total
RADIO SERVICE

- - - - $

TOTAL BILL
CHARGE

Reproduction of "Form No.

400

Sell

I" described

$
(

in

)

article.

PAID

(-)

business for over two years and is found
to be very flexible. Its automatic totals
afford us with all information desired
for controlling advertising, expenses
and expansion.
FORM

No.

1

This system is centered around the
printed Form No. 1. This form is used
as the customer service bill; accounts
receivable ledger; to obtain complete
information pertaining to each sale; and
as a file for future reference. As can
be seen the bill is divided by a perforation. The top part forms the customer
bill and is given to the customer, when
the set is delivered, to be used by him
as the receipt. This part of the form
has space for showing as follows :
Name, address, date, amount of bill and
a description of the service performed.
The lower half of the form is detached and retained in the store as a
complete record of the service sale. It
shows the name, address, date, kind of
set and serial number. The service done
is listed in the top space and under it
is shown each part used with its cost
price and selling price. These prices are
extended and totaled at the bottom of
the bill. As the customer never obtains
this part of the bill, these cost prices
are not seen by him, and accurately furnish us with that very important item
cost accounting of parts sold. Also on
this form provisions are made to check
whether the sale is a cash sale or charge
transaction. These tickets are made up
at each sale during the day and filed.
At the end of each day, all the tickets
are entered on the journal (to be described later). On the lower left corner
of this form is the ledger account for
this customer to be used in case it is a
charge sale. The date and amount of
each charge and credit is entered here
and the bill is filed in a separate unpaid file, where it will remain until it is
fully paid-at which time it is credited
and placed in the paid or permanent
file in alphabetical order. Thus this one
form (No. 1) provides a bill for the
customer, a complete recorded transaction of the sale furnishing a customer
ledger account until it is paid and is
then used as a permanent file for future
reference.
FORM No. 2

Before these tickets are filed each day
they are entered in the journal shown
in Form No. 2, using one line for each
customer. The charge is made either
to the customer or to cash for the total
bill, and the credits are entered for each
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A FRANK MESSAGE
FEDERATED PURCHASER
HEN choosing
your wholesale
source of supply,

8

you naturally
want to know
something about
the firm which solicits
your business. What is

BRANCHES
Speedier Service
NEW YORK CITY
25 Park Place
BArclay 7-7582

CHICAGO, ILL.
1331 So. Michigan Ave.
Victory 4443

ATLANTA, GA.
546 Spring St. N. W.
Hemlock 4613

PITTSBURGH, PA.
343 Blvd. of the Allies
Atlantic 9119

8

BRANCHES

their price policy? Do they
cooperate or compete with you? Are they a large
organization able to carry comprehensive stocks
of standard merchandise for immediate delivery?
Federated's price policy guarantees world's lowest
prices. We meet all competition.
JhadQ mime .boll n¢l1PA A.URhpay.. /
Federated does a wholesale business. No business
is solicited from the general public. A set and sound
equipment List Price Catalog is issued for dealer's
profit protection and selling convenience.
Jhadº mh i iJowe h,iAALI avue h.¢dpociod !
Federated is the world's largest WHOLESALE
organization with 8 branches for speedier service.
Instant teletype puts stocks of all branches at your
disposal. Federated's pick-up Shopping Service
avoids the bother of "Splitting" orders.
Jhadc uduzu you get what you man# .. .
when you .want It!

Speedier Service

PHILADELPHIA,PA.
120 North 7th Street
Walnut

1663

NEWARK, N. J.
226 Central Avenue
MArket 2-5390

BRONX, N. Y.
534 E. Fordham Road
SEdgwick 3-5904

JAMAICA, L. I.
92-26 Merrick Road
REpublic 9-8187

RiEiG Return this coupon
FEDERATED PURCHASER,

fedjikifect (trees

25 Park Place, New York City (2)

ALWAYS to be the lowest priced wholesale house in the industry.
ALWAYS to cooperate with the dealer,

Kindly send me entirely free your new 1936 Catalog.
NAME

serviceman, amateur and experimenter.
ALWAYS to guarantee the satisfaction
of every customer by backing every

ADDRESS

Check
Classification

product with our own name and
reputation.

Dealer
"Ham"

Service Man

Instructor

ALWAYS to merit your confidence.

SEPTEMBER,
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SAW IT IN SERVICE
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ON THE JOB-continued
DATE

NAME

ADDRESS

ó

ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
Dr.

Cr

Dr.

Cr.

SALESANK

EXPENSES

CASH
RENT

MISC AND COST OF
ADVERTISING PARTS SOLD

PARTS SERVICE

RENTS

DEALERS

ACCOUNTS

ACCOUNT

Cr:CC

TUBES

PA,

TYPE AMT

SALES

PAYABLE

DEPOSIT CHECKS

Dr.

Cr.

GENERAL ACCOUNT

Dr.

Cr.

TOTAL

---rl---By

subtract ng
the total credit

from the total
charges, shows the
amount due from

customers

L,

Controls
ALL CASH

I

J

received and
paid out -Gives
the amount
on hand
here
/

m

-----

Shows

all classes
of expenses.
Cost of parts
sold ore
accurately

controlled

Controls
ALL SALES
Gives dayby-day check
on sales of
each class
made

A
glance
gives the
balance
of bank
acct

By
subtracting
the total Cr.
from the total
Dr. gives the
amount due

creditors

This

for
all entries

provides

not covered
other

headings

"Form No. 2," with details.

class of sale in the proper headings. For
instance there would be a charge to cash
for $5.20 and credits entered for Parts$1.50, Service-$3.00, and Tubes-$0.70.
Each of these separate kind of sale is
entered as a credit under the column
showing that type of heading. Therefore, the total of each column will show
the total sales for that heading. The
cost of sale or cost of parts sold is entered in the heading of that name, and
credited to cash column because they
first had to be purchased. As the customers accounts receivable column will
always show the same amount as the
addition of all unpaid tickets in the unpaid file, it furnishes a check for accounts due. Now, the totals of each
column are forwarded to the next page
until the end of the month. A trial balance for each debit and credit should be
made for each page. At the end of the
month the totals are recorded on a summary sheet and a new start of totals is
begun for the next month. The monthly
totals of course would furnish a yearly
total of business, thus furnishing the figures for drawing up a statement at the
end of the year. Thus the form (No. 2)
automatically gives a complete monthly
total of all transactions without any
extra work being necessary.
All expenses are entered in this journal in the expense column, with a corresponding credit to cash or accounts
payable. The bank account also can be
controlled by entering each deposit and
check, and showing the bank account
balance at a glance. If parts are bought
on credit, the only other book necessary
is the accounts payable ledger. Using
this system, to arrive at the net profit
it is only necessary to add up the total
402

of all sales headings from which is deducted the cost of sales of parts, which

you will automatically have totaled in
the journal, and this gives the gross
profit. From this subtract the expense
column and you have your net profit
accurately recorded. Add the twelve
months and you have the annual profit.
RESULTS

We find the success of this system is
mainly due to the simple operation and
because it provides a detailed record
of each transaction automatically with
the added feature of cost accounting on
the parts sold, all done with a minimum
of work and expense.
If the customer pays cash for the service, the lower half of Form No. 1 is
placed in the permanent file in alphabetical order. If the customer is to be
charged the ticket is placed first in the
unpaid file and then when it is fully
paid it is placed in the permanent file
with all other sales tickets. As the size
of the ticket is
by 6 inches, regular
index cards can be secured to fit them.
This file is exceedingly valuable for
referring back to old customers, of
prospects for advertising and for technical use, such as troubles given by certain types of sets. Also the unpaid file
is convenient for collection reference
and for follow-up on collections.
Therefore this one form (No. 1) is
put to use for all this valuable work for
each phase of the business and is permanently filed for future use. All radio
Service Men will realize how necessary
this information is and how it can be
put to use for more business; and a system that requires but a short time to

4/

that purpose is, I believe, worth
while installing. It has been a great
help in our business, giving more control of the business and leaving more
time for the technical work of radio
Ben B. Dibrell.
servicing.
fill

Speaker Phasing
The sources of low volume are quite
often difficult to locate, especially in
radio receivers using dual speakers.
Everything may test to perfection, including voltages, resistors, condensers,
tubes, etc. In such cases low volume
may be due to improper phasing of the
speakers. The phasing of the speaker
fields may be easily checked with a
small pocket compass as follows :
With the receiver turned on, hold the
compass first near one speaker field,
and then near the other. If the phasing is correct, the deflection of the
compass pointer will be the same for
both fields.
There are also many other uses for
a compass. It's a cheap investment, but
a good one.
George F. Baptiste.
Pentode Hot Grids

Hot grids are sometimes experienced
in sets using pentode output. When all

the grids inside any pentode become
red-hot incorrect bias is not always the
trouble. Generally, the primary of the
output transformer is open and there is
no plate voltage. The grids always heat
when the plate voltage is removed because more electrons are attracted to
them. As a matter of fact, a pentode
never gets as hot from incorrect bias
as it does from loss of plate voltage.
F. C. Waived.
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but they're thanking us ...for "G" Tubes!
For the trade's very splendid reception of "G" tubes (glass counterpart of metal tubes) that has caused
our plant to work at capacity, we
say "Thank You."
Deluging us, however, are thousands of "Thank You's" from:
Set Manufacturers-because they
are enabled to go into quantity production of sets that can use metal
tubes, but using "G" Tubes-built
on tried and proved principles;
Jobbers, Dealers, Servicemen- for
placing them in a position to cash
in, now, on the public's great interest in this development.
"G" Tubes embody all the merits
of metal tubes but are built on time -

tested, experience -proved principles.
A few important features of "G"
Tubes include:
1. Characteristics identical Nall-metal tubes.
2. Pin connections and base same as allmetal tubes.
3. Type numbers correspond to all -metal tubes
(except our 5Y3 is a counterpart of the 5Z4).
4. Positively interchangeable with all -metal
tubes.
5. Proved efficiency; built along conventional
manufacturing practices; not an experiment.
6.

Available now in quantities.

initial equipment by
several leading set manufacturers.
7. Currently used as

Characteristic Chart on "G" Tubes
available on request. Arcturus Radio
Tube Co., Newark, N. J.
CTURURADI

Pioneer of

THE

6

out of the

7

S TUBESO

Fundamental Developments in a. c. tubes.

\Wu-REY

Showing general appearance of the "G''Line Tubes,
with all -metal tube base connections and guide pin.

Replacement Volume
Control Manual
1936

Yaxley doesn't believe in resting on its laurels. Its
constant advances in volume control development
prove that! The latest and greatest edition of the Yaxley
Replacement Volume Control Manual proves it, too !
Twenty-four months were devoted to the production of
this invaluable book. Five radio service engineers-specially trained for the task-compiled, checked and rechecked the data that makes it the most complete and
comprehensive manual of its kind ever offered to you by
anyone. Its preparation took plenty of time and plenty of
work. And it will save you plenty of time, plenty of money,
and plenty of grief.

and that was heralded as the
greatest manual ever published

The 1936 Yaxley ReplacementVolume Control Manual lists more set models
than any other. It provides more factual data. It contains a complete
catalog of Yaxley approved radio products. No service man can well afford
to do without it. It's complete authoritative up-to-date And it's free.

-

-

!

USE THE

YAXLEY MANUAL and save yourself time... trouble
Yaaley Manufacturing Division
of P. R. Mallory & Co.. Inc.
Indianapolis, Indiana

Mail the Coupon Now
for your FREE copy
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Cable Address: PELMALLO

SAY

-a

copy of the
Gentlemen: Please send me absolutely free
1936 Yaxley Replacement Volume Control Manual.

YAXLEY MANUFACTURING DIVISION
of P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc.
Indianapolis, Indiana

-

and money

You

Name
My Jobber's Name is

Address
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ASSOCIATION NEWS
INSTITUTE O:: RADIO SERVICE MEN REPORTS
CONVENTION AND TRADE SHOW

Extensive preparations are being made
for the Third Annual Convention and
Trade Show to be held at the Hotel Pennsylvania in New York City on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, October 25 to 27.
The Executive Office of the Institute
announces that more than a third of the
space provided for exhibit had been absorbed prior to Labor Day, a most unusual
occurrence due to the customary delay in
taking care of such matters until the vacation period has passed. Those who are familiar with the layout of the Roof Garden
and the Salle Moderne at the Pennsylvania
will visualize the arrangement when we say
that the exhibit spaces will be arranged in
two rows throughout the length of the center of the Roof Garden (nearly a city block
long). The Salle Moderne will be used for
the technical sessions and for other meetings.
The program is being arranged by the
Committees of the Second Region. They
promise outstanding events and personalities for the entire three days.
Distributors' Meeting

Among other meetings that will have an
important bearing on industry affairs is
that of the Parts Distributors. Maurice
Depres, a prominent parts distributor in
New York City, operating as the Dale
Radio Company, has consented to take
charge of the affairs as they concern the
visiting Parts Distributors. He is engaged
in developing an agenda for the meetings
and other gatherings in which the distributors -will participate. Distributors from all
parts of the country are being invited to
attend.
RMA Service Section

The Service Section of the RMA, too,
will hold its regular meeting for the Eastern Division, and there may be a general
meeting comprising both the Western and
Eastern Divisions. F. B. Ostman, Service
Manager of RCA Manufacturing Company,
is Chairman of the Division and will have
charge of all arrangements.
Entertainment

Acting on the theory that "all work and
no play makes Jack a dull boy" the committees of the Second Region are working
up entertainment for each evening of the
Convention. Coupled with the entertainment
provided by the committees there is promised, too, a lively time for those who yearn
to know the meaning òf SOHARSM, and
if plans go through there will be a lot of
Service Men who will tread the burning
sands. If the experiences of the Chicago
Convention are any criterion, the natives
will stare in wonder as the waters of the
Hudson turn bluer and bluer.
Preliminary surveys indicate an enormous
increase in attendance over that of last year
when there was the largest gathering of
Service Men New York had ever witnessed. Chapters of the Institute in outlying
areas as far distant as Cleveland and the
upper New York points have already signified their intention to be among those
present.
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No Registration Fee

As has been customary in the Conventions and Trade Shows conducted by the
IRSM there will be no registration fee. An
open invitation is extended to the Radio

Trade, Manufacturers, Broadcasters, Engi-

neers, Amateurs, Distributors, Service Men,
Publishers, and anyone connected with the
radio business in any manner whatsoever.
Qualification Plan-Meeting of the Board
The Convention is not the only matter that
is absorbing the attention of the IRSM
these days. Another equally important venture is the meeting of the Board of Trustees that will have been held in Rochester
before you receive this issue of SERVICE, no
doubt. At least it is scheduled to be held
on Sunday, September 15.
The principal subject to be discussed is
the "Qualification Plan," a program that
has been in the process of development for
a period of more than three years. Under
this plan Service Men will submit themselves to an examination to determine their
ability to service radio apparatus, and upon
satisfying a National Board of Radio Service Standards, a new body to be formed
and to consist of representatives of each of
the different branches of the radio industry,
will be given a certificate showing that they
have fulfilled the requirements, and will be
permitted to take advantage of the benefits
that will be afforded-which will be many
and varied.
It is not possible to give the full details of the plan until it has been definitely
approved by the Board of Trustees, and
everything is set forth specifically. At
any rate, contrary to any rumors that may
have been spread, the "Qualification Plan"
is not to be operated by the IRSM ; the
"Qualification Plan" is to be made available to all Service Men.
The Committee on Professional Status
of the IRSM has worked diligently on the
project for months. It has been assisted
ably by committees in most of the Chapters that have cooperated by furnishing
data for use in the Questions and Answers
Handbook, and in editing and revising the
manuscript.
The members of the Institute have already signified their approval of the
"Qualification Plan" in general and have
instructed the Board by ballot to effectuate
it by giving it Board approval.
It is believed that full details of this most
important project-a most important step
towards the stabilization of the service profession and in behalf of the welfare of the
reputable manufacturing and distributing
firms in the radio industry, as well as the
broadcasters and the radio audience-will
he ready for dissemination in the next
issue. When the "Qualification Plan" is
put into motion, it will quickly and effectively answer the time-worn question,
"Who is a Service Man?" to which there
has been no reply in the past.
A.R.S.M.A. CONFERENCE

The Eastern District of the Affiliated

Radio Service Men's Association will hold

their third round -table conference in Bedford, Pa.. on Saturday, September 14.
The first session will open at 4 :00 and ad-

..

.

journ at 6:30 p. m. for dinner. At 7 :30
again come to order until
all business has been transacted.
Here are some of the problems which
will be worked out-planning a circuit for
factory engineers to give service talks
before service organizations so that when
an engineer leaves the factory he can jump
from city to city overnight and complete
New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Delaware, Washington and Virginia in
about a week. This will save factories
money and time and the organizations will
change their meeting nights to suit the
engineer.
All organizations are planning to join the National Affiliated Association. The National by-laws and constitution will not interfere with local rules,
as they will have their own set-up. The
National Conference will be held once a
year and the various Districts will meet
four times a year with two delegates representing each organization, and one representative from each District will be sent
to the National Conference once a year.
The districts will be planned as Eastern,
Great Lakes, New England, North West,
Pacific North West, South West, West.
p. m. they will

M.R.S.M.A. News

The Maryland Radio Service Men's Association, with the cooperation of various
dealers, has placed used all -electric radio
sets in various hospitals, homes and institutions and they will be kept in service by
the Association. We feel this step should
be taken all over the country.
We also wish all publications to start
a Lost and Found column. Our members
have lost many instruments which could
he located through the medium of a column
such as this.
A. O. RABASSA, Publicity Chairman.
R. S. M. A. SECOND ANNUAL SHOW
Twice as much space as last year has
been reserved at the Philadelphia Electrical
Association's Annual Radio and Electric
Show for the Philadelphia Radio Service
Men's Association exhibit. Vice -President
Haas, Chairman of the Show Committee,
has promised us a first-class exhibit that is
expected to open the eyes of the public to
the fact that they have a live -wire service
organization in town.
P.

Metal Tubes

At the September 3rd meeting metal
tubes were again brought to the fore. Mr.
M. A. Feldstein of the General Electric
Company gave an introductory talk and
presented Mr. H. R. Shaw, also of General
Electric Company, who carried on with the
technical discussion. Mr. Shaw's presentation was exceptionally clear and concise,
starting with the early conception of metal
tubes, through their stages of development.
Mr. Craig, the Philadelphia Weston Representative, then took up the trend of the
talk by showing how Weston Test Equipment is used in servicing metal -tube receivers.
At the close of the meeting the writer
circulated among the men to ascertain their
opinions regarding business for the Fall.
It was surprising to note that the vast
majority were in a very optimistic frame of
mind concerning the coming season.
H. R. DELoxc.
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SRVU THE DRY
Not a rough and tumble player, either
but a smooth article, this hero of
a million touchdowns.
If it's tough going in the "service
game", change to CENTRALAB and
watch your score go up.
For CENTRALAB Controls (a mere
handful) do the trick with practically
every set ever built.

SELL

the Parts

USED

by Leaders

...

Centralab smoothness results
from the patented Centralab
non -rubbing contact whereby
a strip of polished metal
rocks on the resistor so that
the only rubbing action is between an oilless wood bearing and the polished metal.

M

K.1Jio Service
should b. a me.de.ojlhe
'14In Sm.. 41m

Centralab
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

SUPPRESSORS
RADIOHMS
FIXED RESISTORS
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SAY YOU SAW

Customers for replacement parts may
insist on low price. But just try to keep
them coming back without quality. The
sure way to build permanence in your
business-to make profits that you can
keep is to sell parts which you can stand
behind-parts used by more manufacturers of leading sets than any others.
Jefferson Replacement Parts are far
from being high priced to begin with.
And when they are put in service they
satisfy. You keep the nice profit allowed
in your margin. Jefferson is one of the
oldest names in radio, making the first
successful radio transformers and making transformers for wireless telegraphy

even before that.
Leading jobbers stock Jefferson Replacement Parts and can supply you
with Jefferson Circuits-including the
latest: High Gain 2A-3 Amplifier. If
your jobber does not yet have these
circuits and the complete catalog write
us, giving his name.

Write for
Jefferson
Circuits
to Jobber

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
Bellwood (Suburb of Chicago) Illinois
Canadian Factory: 535 College Street, Toronto

JEFFERSON Transformers
IT IN SERVICE
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FORUM...

THE

"STICK TO YOUR OWN KNITTING"

Editor,

SERVICE

:

We wish to comment on SERVICE by
stating that we read it from cover to cover,
and especially the short cuts which have
been very helpful, and hope that you continue them.
The ones that are complaining about the
cut-price artists are not by themselves as
we have plenty of them here. However, we
are not paying any attention to them ; in
fact, they are making business good for
us as we are continually getting work that
they have failed on and the result is that
we get more compensation than if we had
received the job in the first place. The
reason is that we always find that some
free Service Man has been called in and
the client has not been satisfied ; consequently, we are in a position to charge for
what we know.
We are two of the oldest exclusive Service Men in Springfield, Missouri, and
since starting in business eight years ago
we have been in one location. While everybody (legitimate Service Men) has been
complaining about business being bad, ours
has been on the increase. We are in the
radio service business for our "bread and
butter." We are running our business to
suit ourselves and are not worrying about
the other fellow as we don't have time for
it. If some of the other fellows would pay
more attention to themselves instead of
what the other fellow is doing, hustle for
the business and also keep posted on the
new developments, they would not have
time to worry about the "Gyps."
J. W. ARNOLD,
The Radio Repair Co.,
Springfield, Mo.
MORE TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS

Editor, SERVICE:
There are several radio publications and
house organs, which come to the attention
of the Service Man, that have sections devoted to specific faults of receivers. However, bear in mind that most of these faults
were discovered by the Service Man as a
result of his experience in analyzing receivers, and therefore represent a knowledge gained through a highly specialized
training along this line. The impression that
I have received from such data is that it

not conclusive and does not apply to
every receiver of this model number, but
rather represents an unusual and difficult
problem that can be looked for and solved
by other Service Men when their routine
in other
tests fail to show the trouble
words, a non -technical note for the technical man.
The notes on changes in circuits of current -model receivers are necessary for the
Service Man. But, they are not the same
as short, non -technical notes on receiver
faults, due to breakdown of parts, as requested by the pseudo mechanic. It is true
that the service industry is demoralized by
the screw -driver mechanic who is causing
so much grief to the highly -trained Service
Man. However, I cannot understand how
the publishing of non -technical notes on
receiver troubles will be of help to the
novice, for if he is not equipped to know
the function of the parts, how is he going
is

...
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to know what to do when a knowledge of
the parts' purposes will be necessary to
make changes and replacements ?
In my opinion, SERVICE should be divided
into sections and all notes pertaining to
receivers placed in one section, alphabetically arranged. Continue your high standards of dealing with the various subjects.
Also, the section devoted to receiver
notes should have, if possible, a technical
discussion of the faults listed. As an illustration, if a certain condenser breaks down
or leaks and results in poor tone, explain
why the defect produces this result, rather
than merely stating that it does produce
certain effects. This should apply to all
defective parts, though naturally in some
cases a discussion would be unnecessary.
Further, I would like to see a section
added which would give detailed technical
analysis of avc systems, r -f stages, oscillator, i -f, and audio outputs with the appropriate graphs. This section might also include the relationship of the tube input
and output circuits to the tubes. So far
your descriptions are too meager and do
not have sufficient attention given to detail.
However, these are my own personal
opinions and may not be representative.
RUDOLPH POTTKAMP,

St. Joseph,'Mo.
(Regarding your last paragraph, we hope
to do just this in the "Serviceman's Notebook" section. This is getting under way.
-EDITOR. )
NOISE ELIMINATION

Editor, SERVICE
Our shop is located in an extremely
noisy (from electrical standpoint) location.
:

We know and recognize the various types
of noises, but sometimes when we repair
a set and try to demonstrate it to the customer he is extremely skeptical of our
claims that the noise is not in the set and
that most likely it will be greatly improved
when re -installed in his home.
We have been figuring on how to get
around this situation for some time and
know that whatever is done will have to be
done in our own shop without the cooperation of the various noise -producing
agencies. We have come to the conclusion
that a small screened booth will be about
the only thing we can build that will help
us out.

The plans we have in mind call for a
small booth about three feet wide and six
long, high enough for a man to stand erect
in. The sides, top and bottom to be covered with copper screen, well bonded together and grounded. Door to be bonded
to the side wall and means to be provided
to also bond the free edge of the door, in
two or more places, to the side wall when
door is closed. A false wooden floor would
be placed over the screen on the floor to
protect it from wear. In this booth we
will install a bench large enough to hold
a set, an RCA phono -oscillator and a turntable with a pickup. Power supplies would
have to be thoroughly filtered and the
power wires would be the only connection
with the "outside world."
Knowing that you are in touch with the
servicing profession at large and have a
good idea of our troubles and ways of curing and avoiding them, we would appre-

ciate having your opinion of this scheme.
Perhaps some of your readers have already
experimented along these lines. We would
be glad to have your comments.
FRYE RADIO SERVICE,

906 13th St.,

Modesto, Calif.
(Your idea is aces. This practice is
more or less standard in radio laboratories,
and has proven effective. Possibly our
readers have suggestions to o$er.EDITOR. )

CASE HISTORIES
Editor, SERVICE:

As requested in July SERVICE, I am giving you my impressions of your department, "Receiver Case Histories."
As they appear on page 308 and continued on page 310, they are fine and fill
a long -felt need, but I have a suggestion
that, if carried out, would make them so
much more worth while to me and make
them so much easier in filing away and
indexing for future use.
Why split the two pages as you have?
Why not on both sides of one page and
near the binding of the magazine have a
tear -out line so that this double page may
be pulled out of the book each month
and filed away in a binder. If the pages
were numbered consecutively so much the
better. Considering these pages 1 and 2,
the next page will be 3 on one side and 4
on the other. Then, when filed in a binder,
the card index will say, for example,
"Majestic -66 Auto Radio" Page 1 "Receiver Case Histories-SERVICE."
Please give this consideration, that is,
especially putting them on both sides of
one page and making it possible to tear
this page out. I can number them myself,
of course.
HORACE R. PERRY,
Belmont, Mass.
(We would certainly prefer doing it this
way, but many readers object to this
method. We should like to have more
opinions.-EDITOR. )
e

WANTS INDEX MORE OFTEN

Editor,

SERVICE:

I have been a subscriber to SERVICE
since its initial issue. I like it and think it
is the best service paper published. I appreciate the circuits published on the front
cover with the accompanying explanation
in the text section of the magazine. I
think this is one of the best features of
SERVICE. Keep it up.
I am keeping my issues intact without
cutting or mutilating. I wish you could
publish a complete index every three or
six months, covering the principal articles,
General Data, Receiver Case Histories,
and other features of interest to Service
Men. This index should be in such form
that we could file it away for reference independent of the magazine and without
having to mutilate the magazine to get it.
At present we have to look through every
issue to find what we want. A separate
index would solve the problem very nicely.
I would like to see published in SERVICE
a circuit and explanation of some all -wave
receiver, such as the Philco Model 116 or
(Continued on page 408)
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All -Wave

The 1936 Howard Crystal Anniversary line includes

4 -tube

"Traffic Cop" of Radio absolutely eliminates the man-made interference that comes
in over the power line by merely attaching
the Filter directly to the set itself.

This

GUARANTEE their operation, because they will do
the job. There's a real need for them.
Sell these filters with confidence and

Ask your jobber or take advantage of our
trial offer. Write Dept. D-9.

MAIL THE COUPON!

r^-^^--^--^--^----^-^
THE MUTER COMPANY

EIGHT OTHER MODELS
a

Interference!

Metal -Tube "11"

It is a typical value from the Howard Laboratories.
It strictly follows Howard's fifteen -year -old policy
of building only quality receivers. Complete all wave coverage from 540 to 18,000 kc. Designed
especially for the new all -metal tubes. Constant
sensitivity throughout all bands. A.V.C. that
works on the short -waves as well as on the broadcast bands. Tone control. Airplane dial. Three gang variable condenser, rubber cushioned. ComEight -inch
plete chassis floated on rubber.
wound
on Bakedynamic with a real field. Coils
lite. The same coil system that is used in the
famous I9 -tube Howard Grand. Every part the
finest obtainable. In a V -matched roll front Butt
Walnut table cabinet, 181/2 inches high, to retail
for $64.50. At $79.50 retail in a 37 -inch console.
Also available (like all Howard Radios) in chassis
form.

everything from
Grand.

Nan Made

AC -DC to the I9 -tube

1255 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

<MA

Please ship me one Muter Interference Filter

Mail this ad with your letterhead for full details
on the entire line.

;
war

trial offer of $1.80 ($3.00 list,

less

at your

40%).

Name

Address

HOWARD RADIO COMPANY, BELMONT AVE., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

City

State

"AMERICA'S OLDEST RADIO MANUFACTURERS"
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HIGHLIGHTS...
"THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE AT WORK"
AN EVENT

..

.

To the Service Man has been given the
cathode-ray oscillograph-the testing instrument par excellence. To the Service
Man it has been said, "This magic device
will simplify your work, speed up troubleshooting, and permit you to turn out properly -adjusted receivers." But, to the Service Man has not been given the means for
using this device effectively.
The cathode-ray oscillograph is strange
and complicated. Its functions and applications-to say nothing of the way of connection for testing purposes-are little
known and less understood. For want of
practical information regarding its use, for
want of concise explanations of the meanings of the various patterns produced on the
screen, the cathode-ray oscillograph has collected dust on the shelf of the test bench.
The Service Man has been asked to
change his ways of doing things
he
has been asked, specifically, to learn a new
way of interpreting the electrical conditions
of a circuit-not by reading voltages or following the needle of an output meter, but
by translating through the medium of the
eye the strange patterns on a circular disc
of glass.
Is it surprising, then, that with no previous experience upon which to base conclusions, the Service Man should be unable
to perceive, for instance, that an image
appearing for all the world like Aun't
Minnie's figure, is an indication of unbalance in an a -f output stage? Certainly
not!
It is, therefore, an event, to have received
for review a book which firstly, is based
not on theory, but on practical research,
and secondly, is written to dispel once and
for all the "Cathode-Ray Bugaboo." Such
a book is "The Cathode -Ray Tube at
Work," by John F. Rider.
Let it be said that your reviewer saw
with his own eyes the equipment and setups used to obtain the practical "meat" for
this book. He knows, for example, that
Mr. Rider followed the only logical course
in preparing the material-by actual stepby-step tests under the same sort of conditions that confront the Service Man. The
illustrations in the book are actual photos
of the patterns obtained in these tests.
The first chapter deals with the theory of
the cathode-ray tube. From this data may
be gained a clear understanding of tube
design. There follows chapters on sweep
circuits, a -c voltages on both sets of plates,
and commercial cathode-ray oscillographs.
These chapters serve to make clear not only
the functioning of a cathode-ray oscillograph, but also its many applications.
The four "groundwork" chapters are followed by practical applications. Here the
reader commences to perceive the significance of various patterns, their relation to
circuit conditions and the story they have to
tell. Thus are the doors opened to a new
perception of patterns and images ; the
mystery is cleared.
Then, with knowledge to back up application, the succeeding chapters get right down
to practical work
alignment of tuned
circuits, a -f measurements, auto -radio vibrator testing, etc. Chapter IX deals with

...

...
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transmitter adjustment, which will be of

ed a technical paper on the new lamp and

special value to the amateur, and Chapter
X with other applications of the cathoderay oscillograph, such as beat patterns, cw
reception and detection, etc.
There is an Appendix and an Index.
There are 322 pages; cloth -covered board
cover ; over 435 illustrations. Price $2.50.

at the same time voiced a plea to radio
manufacturers to devise some means of replacing dial lights easily and quickly.
"When radio dial lights were first developed they were made with a screw base
just like those on our household lighting
lamps, only much smaller," says Kurlander.
"Recently it has been found that vibration in the set itself and sometimes from
street traffic will gradually loosen the light
until it sets up an electrical interference.
A low, growling static is usually the result.
"The new dial light eliminates this condition. It has a bayonet base as on automobile lamps. This base locks the light in
a fixed position. Vibration cannot jar it

OHMITE UNITS PASSED

BY

UNDERWRITERS' LABS.

It is announced that the entire line of
Ohmite all-porcelain, vitreous enameled
rheostats has been inspected and passed by
the Underwriters' Laboratories of the National Board of Fire Underwriters.
It is stated that all of the units, from the
25 -watt Model H to the 500 -watt Model R
were tested for temperature rise and breakdown voltage. As a result of these tests.
the Models H, J, K, and L have been
passed for use on circuits having potentials up to 300 volts above ground; Models
N and R for circuits up to 600 volts above
ground. The voltages of 150, 300 and 600
are the standards for Underwriters' tests.
NEW COUCH BULLETIN
The S. H. Couch Company, Inc.,

of

North Quincy, Mass., has issued Bulletin
No. 97, dealing with their complete line of
Centralized Sound Telephones, Fire Alarms
and Program Signalling Equipment for
use in schools.

The Bulletin includes data on complete
centralized sound systems, rack and panel
equipment, loudspeakers, microphones, telephone switchboards, telephones, and fire
alarm devices.
NEW INSULINE CATALOGUE
The Insuline Corp. of America, 25

Park

Place, New York, N. Y., has released its
new 1936 Radio Catalogue No. 188.
Among the items covered are dials, completely wired transceivers, transmitting
parts, high -frequency constant "Q" tuning
coils, transmitting sockets and octal
adapters.
RAYTHEON "TUBE TALKS"

The Raytheon Production Corp., Newton, Mass., has prepared a valuable brochure of the loose-leaf folder type, for the
radio dealer and Service Man. The title
of the brochure is "Tube Talks" and deals
with modern radio service and merchandising.
The forepart of the brochure is given
over to merchandising as it applies to both
the dealer and Service Man. This is followed by a 29 -page "Tube Complement
Section" which provides the types and number of tubes for each model receiver.
The price of "Tube Talks" is 50 cents.
NEW RADIO LIGHT REMOVES NOISE

Noise, the kind caused when a dial -light
bulb jars loose from vibration and sets up
electrical interference, can now be eliminated with a new radio -panel lamp that
"stays put" in its socket, according to John
H. Kurlander, engineer of the Westinghouse Lamp Company, Bloomfield, New
Jersey.
Speaking before the Institute of Radio
Engineers recently, Mr. Kurlander present-

loose."

URGES EASY REPLACEMENTS

With the translucent dial used almost
universally in radios today, the panel lamp
must be installed behind the dial so that
the station numbers are readily visible.
Everytime a new lamp is installed it means
that the entire chassis must be removed
first.

"Making radio cabinets with some simple
means of inserting new dial lights from
the front or top is highly desirable," adds
Mr. Kurlander.
BRUSH

PIEZO-ELECTRIC

HEADPHONES

The Brush Development Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, have recently announced
their Type A piezo-electric headphones.
These are high -impedance units that are
said to possess high current sensitivity and
to find ready application in a wide variety
of uses, being especially well adapted for
monitoring work.
The piezo-electric drivers used in these
Brush headphones are bimorph elements of
typical Brush assembly. Plates used in the
bimorph elements are cut from Rochelle
Salt crystals, in accordance with the
methods developed by Brush technicians.
In standard Type A headphones the two
plates in the bimorph element are
inch
square by 0.010 inch thick. They are
cemented together in opposition and provided with silver electrodes. The unit is
then water -proofed. Three corners of the
bimorph element are cemented to thin rubber pads and secured in the case
leaving the fourth corner disengaged.

...

FORUM
(Continued from page 406)
some of the all -wave Atwater Kent units,
whichever seems to be the most complicated and hardest to "figure out." This
should include a full explanation of the circuit preceding the first i-f tube, describing
the manner in which each switch works,
what part of the circuit is brought into
use when a switch is thrown to a certain
position, how the signal is fed from the
oscillator tube back into the first detector,
etc. I would appreciate this very much and
I believe that there are many other Service Men who would also appreciate this
kind of information.
GEORGE C. ANDERSON,

St. Louis, Missouri.

(We'll look into the index problem, but
those things eat space.-EDiroR.)
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Here's real merchandising appeal in a real tube
checker. This new Weston Model 770 sets a new standard in tube selling and servicing; yet, it's priced so
every dealer and serviceman can afford it. In fact,
with its striking design and rich three -color combination, no dealer selling tubes can afford to be without
its customer appeal. And as a tube checker, it's a
perfected emission type which actually tests tubes
a
provides a neon short check
under load
desired
if
..
.
leakage
condenser
of
neon indication

USE

...

tests
makes individual tests on all plate circuits
many
has
and
all tubes, including the metal tubes,
other exclusive features. Ready for immediate delivery. Get the facts on Model 770 before you buy.
See it at your dealer's, or return the coupon for complete data . . . Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 604 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.

...

...

COUNTER O
PORTABLE

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

604 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, New Jersey

Send me complete data on Model 770 and other
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radio instrumente.
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SOLD WITH A MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

I

BUY IT FROM YOUR JOBBER

John F. Rider, Publisher, 1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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New CHROMSHIELD METAL

TUBE AMPLIFIER KITS
C1(.8

High Power
Amplifier Kit
NEW

EMPLOYS

METAL TUBE
CIRCUIT FEATURES
35 WATTS UNDISTORTED
OUTPUT: WILL HANDLE UP
TO 20 DYNAMIC SPEAKERS.
8 TUBES USED: 3 6C5

odes, 4 6F6 in Pentode A

Dealer Net Price for Complete Transformer
Kit, including All Accessories.
$26.70
26 1
Ready to Wire

trl

prime

connection, I 5Z4 rectifier.
95 DB gain.
Input of amplifier will match
crystal or ribbon mike outputs,
also adapted
for carbon or
dynamic mikes through external
transformer Input.
Output will match 500 ohm
line and 15, 8. 4 or 2 ohm
voice coils.
All audio transformers and
filter units enclosed in heavy
chromium plated cases.

CK-8 Transformer kit mounted on chassis
AK-8 Accessory kit for above-includes all necessary
resistors, condensers, sockets, terminal strips, AC
cord and plug, hardware, wire

LIST

NET

$33.50

$20.10

11.00

6.60

CK-7

Metal Tube

Preamplifier
Kit

The CK-7 preamplifier
kit has been designed specifically for use with the
new metal tubes. While
the circuit is equally well
suited for glass tubes, the
low
microphonic effects
and excellent shielding of
the metal tubes make them
exceptionally well suited
for operation at
the low
levels encountered in preamplifier
work.
A
specially
Dealer Net Price for Complete Transformer
designed rectifier circuit
Kit, including All Accessories. $ 7 3.G20
and careful placement of
sP1J
Ready to Wire
component parts is responsible for the extremely low
hum and noise level in the CK-7 preamplifier. Three identical tubes are
used, one being connected up as a rectifier; so that no fear need be had
regarding misplacement of tubes in the uniform 8 prong sockets. The
preamplifier has a gain of 55 DB.

Overall Amplifier Dimensions-83/8

x

7 x 41/8

KC-7 Transformer kit including chassis
CK-7 Accessory kit-includes all necessary resistors, condensers, sockets, AC cord and plug, hardwareready to wire

LIST
$16.00

NET
$9.60

6.00

3.60

Por further details on seven types of UTC CHROMSHIELD
Power Amplifier Kits write for CS -1 Bulletin

UNITED TRANSFORMER CORP.
76-78 SPRING STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Export Division: 15-19 Laight St., New York City

Today the craze in radio
is short wave. People
everywhere are buying
the new all -wave radios.
Most of them are disappointed in results, because
they lack a really good antenna.
CASH IN on this tremendous market. Sell the
Brownie All -Wave Antenna. There's a real profit
for the dealer on every Brownie sold. And you'll be
making real friends too.
The Brownie All -Wave Antenna has been tested
repeatedly. These tests proved the Brownie to be
unsurpassed in quality and performance. It is sensitive to the faintest signals, bringing them in with
astonishing volume regardless of the hour or location
of the set. Man-made interference is eliminated. Local
stations attain new high fidelity.
The Brownie is made by an old line manufacturer
in the electrical field. It is constructed on the Balanced
Doublet System with a new type, super -efficient,

matching transformer, and comes complete with

quality parts for a quick, easy installation.
Backed by a national advertising campaign starting
soon in the Saturday Evening Post and Colliers, the
Brownie will soon become one of your best profit
items. Mail the coupon today for details of our
attractive, money -making offer.
PORCELAIN PRODUCTS, INC., FINDLAY, OHIO

Mail this Coupon Today
Porcelain Products, Inc. Dept. B Findlay, Ohio
If there's real merit to your antenna, I'm
interested. If there's a real profit for me, I
want to make it. Rush me your proposition
Name
City
My Jobber is
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HIGHLIGHTS-continued
NEW YAXLEY REPLACEMENT
MANUAL AND SERVICE GUIDE

The Yaxley Manufacturing Division of
P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., Indianapolis.
Indiana, announces that the 1936 edition of
its Replacement Volume Control Manual is
now on the press and will soon be ready
for distribution to radio Service Men the
country over. Company executives report
that twenty-four months were devoted to
the preparation of this new book, that
five radio service engineers-especially
trained for the task-compiled, checked and
re -checked the data it contains.
The first edition of the Yaxley Replacement Volume Control Manual, issued in
1934, was recognized as the most complete
and comprehensive manual of its kind ever
published. The new edition, we are told,
is even better. It lists over 5000 set models.
It provides more factual data and contains
a complete catalog of Yaxley approved
radio products. Any authorized radio Service Man can obtain a copy of this authoritative, up-to-date book by addressing the
Yaxley Division of P. R. Mallory & Co.,
Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.

NEW RADOLEK CATALOG

The Radolek Company states that their
new catalog is one of the most complete
Radio Service Men's "Buying Guides"
ever published, 165 pages in all. It has 16
pages of exact replacement volume controls enumerating over 5,000 separate volume controls in its listings, and three pages
of exact duplicate electrolytic replacement
condensers covering replacements for practically every receiver now in use. Each
condenser is listed separately with all the
necessary data, including manufacturer's
part number-capacity-voltage ratingfibre or aluminum container-size-list and
wholesale prices. There are also seven

LITTELFUSE EXPANDS

After September 1st, 1935, the address
of Littelfuse Laboratories will be 4238 Lincoln Avenue, Chicago.
Increased business in Radio Fuses and
Fuse Mountings, the Neon Potential Fuses
and Indicators, and other new products is
responsible for the necessary expansion.
The new space measures about 6000 square
feet.
RADOLEK IDENTIFICATION CARDS

It has been announced that protection for
the legitimate radio technicians of the Chicago area is provided by the Radolek Company, 601 West Randolph Street, in the
form of Identification Cards. A new customer, it is stated, must fill out an extensive questionnaire which contains certain
catch questions that only an experienced
radio technician can answer without disclosing his true position in the trade. It
is not unusual for the "chiseler" type of
retail customer to state that he makes 50
service calls a week and carries 35 power
transformers in stock and 25 tubes. The
obvious inconsistency of such replies
usually causes a rejection of his application
for wholesale prices. In doubtful cases, an
established nearby dealer is consulted or
a private investigator is sent out to verify
the applicant's statements.
This care protects the legitimate dealers
and protects the Radolek Company in regard to the retail sales tax of 3 percent
effective on retail, but not wholesale sales
of merchandise in Illinois.
Presentation of the registered Identification Card is required when making all
wholesale purchases. Mr. W. C. Braun
says : "This is a sound constructive policy,
now in force for the third consecutive year.
Our customers like it and we appreciate
their confidence and cooperation."
HERTZBERG JOINS WHOLESALE

Robert Hertzberg, who has been identified with publicity and sales promotion activities in the radio field since the inception
of broadcasting, has been appointed advertising manager of Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc., 100 Sixth Avenue, New
York, N. Y.
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placement controls, resistance values and
list prices. Such information should be of
practical, time -saving value to busy Service Men.
The new 1936 Electrad General Catalog
of resistors for all purposes is now off the
press. A copy will be mailed free to any
one who will write for it to Electrad, Inc.,
175 Varick Street, New York City.
NATIONAL UNION TUBES
DON NEW DRESS

National Union radio tubes are being
shipped to the trade in a new carton of
modernistic design and incorporating a
radically different method of sealing.
The package construction, instead of following the lead of hollow end staple sealed
cartons which have swept the radio tube
industry, was perfected with the idea in
mind that a tube could readily be extracted
from the package and replaced without
tearing, mutilating or destroying the general appearance of the box. Sealing is
accomplished by a simple turn-back of the
end flap lift and insertion of a wire staple
by means of a specially constructed mandrel.

MATHEMATICS OF RADIO SER-

VICING, by M. N. Beitman, published

by Supreme Publications, 3727 West 13

pages of general condenser listings and
three pages of exact replacement autoradio vibrators-over 1,000 separate vibrators are listed and 13 pages of all the latest
test equipment including the testing of
metal tubes, it is said.
The Radolek Profit Guide will be sent
to all qualified Radio Dealers and Service
Men by addressing the Radolek Company,
601 West Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois.
STATEMENT BY POLYMET

Mr. J. H. Herrick, President of the
Polymet
Manufacturing
Corporation,
wishes it known that the investigations and
recent indictments relative to the sale of
the corporation stock, as currently published in some of the newspapers, in no
way involve the present management.
The management has fully cooperated
with the Federal authorities. They wish
to emphasize that they are solely concerned
with the commercial pursuits of their corporation.
P-A AND RECORDING EQUIPMENT
WANTED

We have been informed that Louis A.
Fishoff, Film -Radio, 5 Rue Denis -Poisson, Paris 17, France, is interested in public-address and recording equipment of
American manufacture.
NEW ELECTRAD VOLUME CONTROL
GUIDE AND RESISTOR CATALOG

Electrad, Inc., New York resistor
specialists, offer a new 100 -page Volume
Control Guide free to bona fide radio and
electrical Service Men, who will mail in
the carton flap (showing specifications)
from one of this company's new -type Carbon Volume Controls, together with business letterhead or business card.
This guide lists alphabetically all radio
receiver model numbers, makers' names,
catalog numbers of proper Electrad re-

Street, Chicago, Illinois, 17 sheets mimeographed on one side. Price $0.50.
The author of Mathematics of Radio
Servicing writes : "The man engaged in
radio service work and possessing a working knowledge of arithmetic and elementary algebra sometimes fails to connect his
knowledge of mathematics to everyday
radio problems. This booklet attempts to
clarify some points of elementary mathematics and interconnect it with radio and
allied applications."
Chapter I is entitled "Numbers, Fractions, Decimals, Simple Formulas Explained as a Tool." It begins with a brief
discussion of the electrical quantities of
voltage, current and resistance, leading
naturally, into the usual Ohm's law formula
of E = I X R; and following this comes
a similar elementary discussion of fractions, squares, square roots, and a simple
example using Ohm's law.
Chapter II gives an explanation of how
the units of current, voltage, and resistance
are subdivided. This chapter also deals
briefly with the color coding of resistors,
meter scales and accuracy.
The following chapter gives two simple
examples of calculating IR drops and introduces the reader to alternating current.
Next comes a discussion of wattage ratings, and series and parallel connections,
including a table of wattage, current and
resistance.
Chapter V deals with condensers and
gives their applications, formulas for series
and parallel connections, etc.; while Chapter VI treats in a very brief manner with
inductance.
The last three chapters are headed "Reactance, Impedance, Combined Circuits.
Transformers," "Vacuum Tubes, Voltage
and Power Amplification, Output Coupling," and "The Decibel, Handy Table, Examples, When Applicable," respectively.
The material in this booklet is quite elementary and has evidently been intended
for the beginner. However, it appears to
have no advantage over material appearing in standard texts.
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Sensationally Priced

NOW...
y9AD

REMLER

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM

OFFERS

Highest Fidelity
Eliminates
Batteries
Condenser

Microphone
Dynamic
Speakers
Plug-in

Connectors
Easily installed
Acoustically
equalized
Easily operated

List
Price

97.50

1

Designed for non -technical operators who demand foolproof simplicity and professional tone quality. Plugs in like any other electrical appliance and as easy to operate as a home radio! Wide adaptability makes it ideal for rentals. Costs no more than ordinary assemblies with carbon or crystal microphones. Complete as illustrated
with latest type amplifier; professional CONDENSER MICROPHONE and floor stand; tone equalized dynamic speakers; acoustical baffle cabinets; all necessary cables and lock type connectors.
Ready to plug in. Write for further details. Complete broadcast
and public address catalogue on request.

REMLER COMPANY, Ltd.

2101

San Francisco,

Bryant Street

Small ... Smaller ...

smallest

..

Calif.

FOR assemblies where space
is limited . . . or as replacements in midge
Remarkably compact
safety factor remains
quate.

sets.

...ade-

ye+

Aerovox engineers have
a positively startling
reduction in bulk. Compare
the new Midget Electrolytic
at left with previous Ultra Compact and original cardboard case electrolytics, all of
same capacity and voltage
rating. New units available in
200 -volt and 450 -volt ratings,
2 to 16 mfd.
Use them in

achieved

those tight places . . . and
forget your condenser headaches!

and

tics.

tubular eleetroly-

line.

WORK!

This is more than a TUBE TESTER-it's a Tube Salesman. It
finds faults in tubes that your present testing equipment
It will sell enough MORE TUBES to pay for itself in a month
nary operation! And from then on it's clear profit!
This Series 20 has our new patented Index System that

honestly

"okays."
of ordi-

ends all
quick and it eliminates necessity of referring to charts,
because it gives immediate settings for
all types of tubes, including the new metal
Only
"G" tubes. And it is flexible enough to
take care of all future developments.
There's nothing like this tester on the
market because it is an exclusive Day -Red
development. It has so simplified tube
complete
testing that anyone who can read English
can test a tube in seconds.
Size
12 x II x 51/2.

errors.

It

is

s31.75

Resistors up to 40,000 ohms.
Voltmeter range up to 400 DC.
Checks ballast tubes, dial lights and condensers.
Day -Rad Micro -Leak Shorts and Leakage Tester
actually picks out noisy and leaky tubes that you
previously could not find.
Checks

Weight,
finished,

9 lbs.

Highly

enclosed

in

Walnut carrying case.

--------

Saves time. Saves bother. SELLS TUBES!

Send

-

CLIP-MAIL
CO.

THE RADIO PRODUCTS

Sunrise PI.. Dayton, Ohio
Send me complete information regarding your NEW SERI ES 20 TUBE
TESTER, also your new catalog of Day -Rad RADIO SERVICE INSTRU
MENTS.
125

Cardboard ease

elec-

trolytics for economy
in first cost. Sturdy
cases.

Leak

-

proof.

Name

Nest. Convenient
mounting.

Metal can eleetrolyties
for heavy-duty. constant operation, longest

For SERVICE

Index System

for latest catalog covering
complete condenser and resistor
Also sample copy of Research Worker.

DATA:

PORTABLE

With Patented

.

AEROVOX MIDGET ELECTROLYTICS

Aerovox offers a complete line of metal
can, cardboard case.

sers TUBE TESTER

life.

ly sealed.

Hermetical-
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THE MANUFACTURERS...
BELDEN ALL -WAVE AERIAL SYSTEM

After a study of the elements necessary
in the construction of a noise -reducing antenna system for all -wave reception, the
Belden Manufacturing Company, 4689 W.

Van Buren St., Chicago, announces the new
8917 doublet-antenna system. This new
aerial is said to be virtually noiseless, and
while it is intended primarily for shortwave reception, it makes the doublet -type
aerial suitable for broadcast receivers.
The unit is pre-assembled, both arms of
the aerial being securely soldered to the
doublet lead-in at the triangular transposition block. Insulators are attached and cor-

Service Men and Dealers. Each kit contains the fastest moving condenser items in
accordance with the company's stock movement records, and are therefore useful daily
by Service Men everywhere.
The most important feature to these kits
is that each one comes in a heavy steel
cabinet section called the "Tobe Add -A Unit" cabinet, which section is given away
free with each kit of condensers.
These sections may be clamped together
by means of an ingenious system of tongues
and slots so that eventually by buying condensers in kit form this way, the Service
Man will have enough individual sections
to make up a large useful cabinet containing a number of drawers. Each drawer has
an individual pull and name card for noting
the contents. The cabinet sections are finished in an attractive olive green.
A cabinet of these individual sections
would unquestionably, it is said, add considerably to the attractiveness and appearance of a Service Man's bench.
CONVERSION RESISTOR PLUGS

rected lengths are provided to give most
efficient service with the Belden variable
all -wave receiver antenna coupler which is
included with the set. The Belden variable
coupler provides a tuneable doublet -antenna
system. This unit eliminates the need for
double or multiple -span antennas that occupy large areas and are hard to install. It
is completely shielded to assure freedom
from noise pickup.
The Belden all -wave antenna system is
provided in an attractive display carton.
The same equipment is also furnished unattached in Belden No. 8918 aerial kit for
those who prefer to make the complete
assembly themselves.

y0/41-_

(

{_ -a¡
shock, engine heat and grease, these units
will fit any make of car. Six different
types are manufactured.
It is stated that laboratory tests conducted by leading automobile manufacturers
prove that Erie Suppressors do not adversely affect motor operation.
Further information, prices and samples
may be obtained by writing Erie Resistor
Corporation, 640 West 12th St., Erie, Pa.
NEW TOBE CONDENSER KITS

Two Tobe Condenser Kits have just
been released intended for the use of radio
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The Philco Headphone and Adaptor
Kit is claimed to have numerous features
which make it attractive to Service Men
and radio dealers.
They are: 1. Easy to connect, just plug
into tube socket ; 2. Speaker automatically cut out while headphones are in use ;
3. Light weight, highest quality headphones
give maximum comfort and finest tone;
4. Can be left connected permanently-does
not effect tone of speaker ; 5. Operates on
radios with either a single output tube or
a driver tube ahead of the output.
MILLER PRE -SELECTOR

For use ahead of a short-wave receiver
to raise weak DX signals, a high -gain, two stage, radio -frequency amplifier has been
designed by engineers of the J. W. Miller
Company, 5917 S. Main Street, Los Angeles.
The model 302 pre -selector is available

Continental Carbon, Inc., of 13900 Lorain Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, announces production of seven special resistor plugs
which may be substituted for the ballast
tube in battery receivers which are converted from dry -cell operation to air -cell
operation. The conversion resistor plugs

PHILCO HEADPHONE ADAPTOR KIT
Service Men will find in the Philco

completely wired and housed in a metal
cabinet with black crackle finish. There is
also available a kit which includes antenna
coil, r-f coil, r-f choke coil, switch and
three dual trimmer condensers.
In addition to increasing signal strength,
the Miller pre -selector reduces both atmospheric disturbances and tube noises, it is
said.
The chassis layout has provision for selfcontained power supply, relieving the receiver from the extra load. Provision is
also made to switch the antenna from the
pre-selector to the receiver without disconnecting the antenna leads.
The coils are designed to cover the full
range of the high -frequency bands from
12 to 200 meters, and provision is made
on the band switch to facilitate the incorporation of broadcast or long-wave
coils if desired. The last position on the
switch is the "antenna through" position,
in which the antenna is coupled directly
to the receiver.
The Miller pre -selector cabinet measures
12 -in. wide by 63 in. deep by 8
in. high.
The lid is hinged for ready access to tubes,
while louvres on side and back provide
ventilation.

is ideally suited for the short-wave fan,

CHASSIS FOR MODERNIZING RECEIVERS

ERIE SUPPRESSORS

Erie Resistor Corporation offers a complete line of suppressors for eliminating
high-tension ignition interference in auto
radios.
Sturdily constructed to withstand road

ing can enjoy headphone reception although
unable to hear the radio when operated in
the usual way.

fit the standard four -prong socket intended

for the ballast tube and serve to reduce the
2.53 -volt potential of the air cell to the
current operating voltage of the tubes.
Conversion resistors 1, 2, and 3 are for use
with certain types of Sears' battery sets
having two filament circuits. The remaining resistors may be used in any circuit
of the designated current drain.
Plugs Nos. 1, 620 ma; 2, 300 ma; 3,
500 ma ; 4, 540 ma ; 5, 520 ma ; 6, 620 ma ;
7, 720 ma. Note : No. 7 is for use only
with Air Cell SA600.

Headphone and Adaptor Kit a product that

the late -hour "D-Xer," and the individual
listener, it is announced by officials of the
Philco Radio & Television Corporation.
The new Philco product enables the radio
owner to listen in comfortably, at any time
of the day or night, without disturbing
anyone.

Its extremely lightweight DeLuxe head-

phones can be worn for hours without discomfort, and they provide maximum sensitivity to weak signals from distant stations. Many persons who are hard -of -hear-

The Shelburne Manufacturing Company.

1814 East 40 Street, Cleveland, Ohio, has

developed a special chassis for Service
Men's use in modernizing old radio receivers
especially those whose cabinets
are highly prized by the owner. The
chassis incorporates eleven tubes in its design and may be used for either long- or
short-wave reception. Short-wave stations
can be accurately logged. Tone quality is
said to be an outstanding feature of this
unit.

...
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Announcing the

THIRD
ANNUAL
NEW YORK CONVENTION
AND

TRADE SHOW
At the Hotel Pennsylvania

October 25, 26, 27, 1935

Mr. Fred L. Homan,
Chairman 2nd Region,
Extends an Invitation to Everyone Interested in the

RADIO SERVICE
INDUSTRY

"QUIET"

, . , is the insistent demand of millions who today own all wave receiving sets. Give them
what they want, by installing

To Attend This

NATIONAL EVENT!
This Exposition Sets the Pace
For the Radio Service Industry, an Industry
That Did a Volume of Business in 1934 of $103,842,000.00.
This Exposition is Always Attended
By the Outstanding Radio Service Men, Engineers,
Manufacturers, Distributors, Dealers and Amateurs of
the Nation
As Well as Some from Other Countries.
This Exposition is Always Attended
By Those Who Pride Themselves in Being "Up -to -the Minute"
On Technical Information and New Equipment.

Plan to Attend-Admission Is Free

This remarkable unit, A.A.K. patented and engineered with traditional CORWICO thoroughness, is building sales and good will for dealers
and service organizations everywhere.

FOR EVERY SET AND LOCATION
"NOISE -MASTER" picks up and strengthens feeble oversea signals,
straining out the "man made" static that sometimes seems to make
radio a curse instead of a blessing. Minimizing the noises caused
by household appliances near the set, "NOISE -MASTER" improves
broadcast as well as shortwave reception. It successfully operates more
than one set from a single aerial. We guarantee that "NOISEMASTER" will eliminate noise when properly installed, and urge
you to recommend it at every opportunity

Cat. No.

14

List Price

Address All Inquiries to

$6.75

Send for latest complete literature describing
this and other up-to-the-minute antenna units.

The Institute of Radio Service Men
510 North Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Ill.

CORNISH WIRE CO., Inc.
30
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MANUFACTURERS-continued
NEW CARBON

RESISTORS

A new line of carbon resistors, obtain-

able in values as low as .04 ohm and in
ratings from 25 watt to 10 watts, is now

being manufactured by The Ohio Carbon
Co., 12508 Berea Road, Lakewood, Ohio.
They are known as the "Ohiohm LV"
series and they conform to the same
standards of load, voltage, life, overload
and humidity characteristics already set by
the company's regular line of Ohiohm carbon resistors of higher ohmic values. In
fact, extended laboratory tests show that
these "LV" units will react satisfactorily
under humidity conditions much more
severe than those specified in the RMA
tests, it is stated.
Special attention has always been given
to this "heat -humidity" characteristic because of the considerable export business
done by the company, as well as in completed radio receivers by its customers.
Thus these resistors are often required to
function correctly under tropical conditions
where the moisture and heat are exceptionally severe.

listed in a bulletin dealing with a number
of recently added items, available to anyCorporation,
one addressing Aerovox

WESTON VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

NEW SUPPRESSOR SPARK PLUG

standardized servicing units previously
available, operating directly from any 115volt, 60 -cycle, a -c line. Six full-scale
ranges (1.2, 3, 6, 8, 12, 16 volts) permit
measurements from 0.1 to 16 volts.
The instrument uses two tubes, a type
1V and a type 78. A neon regulator bulb
keeps line fluctuations out of the meter and
holds plate and grid potentials constant.
This regulation is of extreme importance
when making measurements below 1 volt.
The input capacity of the voltmeter has
been kept at a minimum by bringing the
tube up through the top panel so that the
grid lead is one inch or more from any
grounded surface. In this way, very short
leads can be run to the circuit to be measured, and the shunt capacity kept at a mini-

Brooklyn, N. Y.

A new type spark plug for cars equipped
with radio has been developed by engineers
of the AC Spark Plug Co. The new development makes possible better radio recep-

A vacuum tube voltmeter for radio servicing has just been announced by the
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation,
Newark, N. J. The new voltmeter, known
as Model 669, augments the group of

mum.

In the new voltmeter, only the grid -to cathode impedance of the tube is placed in
the circuit to be measured. All ranges have

NEW VELOCITY MICROPHONE
Although 6 db higher in output than they

formerly obtained in velocity microphones,
the new 7 -Point Microphones by Amperite
are more compact. This was in part made
possible by the use of the new nickel aluminum chrome magnets which are said to
have found their first American application
in the 7 -Point Microphone.
These mikes are said to possess the
tion along with good engine performance,
AC engineers declare.
The new spark plug is designed with a
resistor unit built into the insulator. The
resistor unit can be removed and replaced
when it becomes ineffective without replacing the entire spark plug.
FORD V-8 SUPPRESSOR

following features : Operation without background noise, a flat response over the
audible range, suitable for either speech
or music, and acoustic feedback and hum
pickup eliminated in public-address or station installations.
The flexibility of the microphone, which
is shown in the accompanying illustration.
has been increased by the addition of a
swivel bracket. It is thoroughly shielded
and has a rugged mechanical construction.

as "Midget" electrolytics, these units are
available in 200 -volt and 450 -volt ratings.

and in capacities of 2 to 16 mfd. They
average approximately half the bulk of the
ultra-compact units heretofore available, it is
said. The 8-mfd, 450 -volt unit, for example,
measures but 2 7/16 x 13 x 11/16 inches.
These units are proving popular in new
assemblies where space is at a premium.
and again in the replacing of wornout
condensers with units of greater capacity
or higher working voltage.
Midget electrolytics are described and
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WESTON M00EL669
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

CLOSED

RESISTOR

Continental Carbon, Inc., 13900 Lorain
Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, has developed a
special suppressor resistor for quieting the
radio disturbance which originates in the
distributor of Ford V-8 cars. This suppressor is made in the shape of the brush contact in the ignition coil circuit of a
Ford V-8 distributor and replaces this
brush-contact. The resistance thus introduced in the ignition circuit has the effect
of damping the oscillatory discharge with-

SPACE -SAVER DRY ELECTROLYTICS

Without sacrificing working voltage, full
capacity value or service life, yet taking
full advantage of a new development in
the treatment of the aluminum foil, Aerovox engineers announce a reduction in the
bulk of dry electrolytic condensers. Known

CH

out appreciably weakening the intensity of
the spark, it is said.
A marked improvement in radio reception results from the installation of this
suppressor. The suppressor contains a certain amount of graphite which gives it long
wearing qualities. A spiral spring serves
to maintain a constant pressure on the
brush and assures good contact in the circuit. The solid molded resistance does not
deteriorate with heat, humidity, or moisture. Only one suppressor of this type is
required in a car in addition to the regular spark plug suppressors.

anMGE
ECTea

oo

D,IiúBifP

¡

an input impedance equal tu that of the
78 tube itself, no resistance divider being
used in the input circuit. This arrangement
permits use of the unit to measure all avc
circuits without placing any load on the
circuit being tested, since in certain cases
two or three megohms in an avc circuit
may upset it by as much as 50 percent.
The new voltmeter is expected to meet
the increasing need for an instrument of
this type in connection with a test oscilla-

tor for measuring gain-per -stage; for
checking the pre-selector or first i -f stage
in superheterodynes; for measuring the r -f
amplitude in the oscillator circuit of super heterodynes for checking impedance of
chokes, condensers, etc., and other voltage
measurements where the ordinary meter
interferes with the characteristics of the
circuit being tested. Dimensions of the
meter are 8/ in. x 5/ in. x 5/ in., and
the weight is 61/2 pounds.
;
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Tune in on those
ALL -WAVE

$$$$$$

Give

your customers the

all -wave thrills they expect.
Make good on all -wave
TACO
promises.
Install
maximum
profit makers
mini.
.
signal strength
mum background noise.

...
.

Especially

the

new

TACO Type
Antenna

All -Wave Noiseless
Kit (Illustrated). Based

20

on tens
thousands
of
installations.
Covers broadcast, police and amateur, and short-wave bands. Factory assembled, wired, soldered.
List $6.75. And
Just string up.
if line noises bother, add the

of

TACO

All -Wave

d and
our letter -

Filter.

Line

List $7.50.

or FREE copy

Send for technical dope and money -making

of the NEW UTAH
General Catalog of
vitalized radio parts

ideas. Meanwhile, ask your local jobber to
show you the TACO line.
DATA-

ItA%\f1I
TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORPORATION
Long Island City, N. Y.

27-26 Jackson Avenue

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS CO.,
Orleans St., Chicago

"WATT" a
i4 eteatee.

Guide

P(s,

The Most Complete

RADIO PARTS
CATALOG Ever Published
The New Radolek 1935 Fall Edition of the Profit Guide
the most complete Radio Parts Catalog ever published
-new, bigger and better. Everything in radio-at the
right prices. Over 160 pages of valuable, money -saving
"radio -buying" information. Over 10,000 separate Repair
Parts-hundreds of new items-a complete, new selection
of Radio Receivers and Amplifiers. Contains the most
complete, exact duplicate, replacement parts listings, of
volume controls, condensers, transformers, vibrators ever
compiled. Nowhere, ever, has there been a Radio Parts
Catalog comparable to this superb book. Every page
brings you extra profits. This is your book-it's FREE. If
you want the best Radio Parts Catalog-if you want to
give better service at bigger profits-then send for this
NEW Radolek Profit Guide.
RADOLEK restricts distribution of this catalog to active and
legitimate Radio Men. Please enclose business card or letterhead

INSULATED
RESISTORS

is

eliminate accidental short
circuits. CONTINENTAL Carbon Resistors are available with
tolerance limits of 5% or 10%
of rated value-the most precise
carbon resisters on the market.

Specify CONTINENTAL.

CONTINENTAL CARBON In
13902

LORAIN AVE.CLEVELAND, OHIO

Canadian factory

Toronto, Ontario

THE RADOLEK CO.

637 WEST RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Send me FREE the Rig New RADOLEK PROFIT GtJI1)E
Name
Address
Are you

SEPTEMBER,
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a

Serviceman? D

You SAW IT IN SERVICE

Dealer O

Experience?
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MANUFACTURERS-continued
TEMPI:KAI URE-DB

For many years the Audak Company has
been manufacturing pickups of the magneto -induction type. It is said they have
been, and are being, used throughout the
world-in the Tropics, the Frigid Zones,
etc., and have successfully stood the test
of time, under any and all climatic conditions and temperature changes.
However, during the past year and a half
there has been quite a bit of talk of
"performance under large temperature
changes." For example, in the past no one
would have thought of asking for a "Temperature-DB" curve on an electric pickup.
Yet, it is stated that when one of the wellknown radio manufacturers was ready to
again switch back to using Audak pickups,
he insisted on a test being run to determine
the performance under temperatures up to
140° F.

To the best of our knowledge, no such
test has ever been carried out before or,
at least, no curves of that kind have ever
been published.
The curves shown were made with a
thermocouple inserted directly inside the
5

5oóo -,

o
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ó0
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l25-
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80°

90°

f00°

110°

f20°

130°
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Degrees Fahrenheit

Audak pickup head, so that the temperatures shown are those actually existing inside the head. It will be noted that the
curves shown are flat. In other words, the
performance of Audak pickups does not
change with temperature variations, be
they small or large.
During the test a reading was also taken
at 168° F. and the performance was still
unchanged, it is said.
PACENT HIGH-FIDELITY AMPLIFIER

The Pacent Engineering Corporation, of
Madison Avenue, New York City,
N. Y., announces a new High -Gain High Fidelity Amplifier. Although designed
primarily for theatre use, it is suitable for
public-address work and has many other
special applications.
The overall dimensions are 20 inches
long, 17 inches high and 6 inches deep.
The heavy metal case of unique design is
compact and intended for wall mounting.
Shielding is complete, layout systematic
and construction is of the latest unit type,
with condensers and resistors grouped in
units in separate shield cans and sealed
with wax. Wiring is cabled and covered
with black varnished cambric tubing. The
amplifier will operate continuously in an
ambient atmosphere of 120 degrees and a
humidity of 98 percent, it is said. Auditorium resonance or other low -frequency difficulties may be reduced by opening several
links in the circuit designed to reduce the
bass response, a unique feature. Fader or
volume control, range control, which ad 79
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justs both the high- and low -frequency response, magnetic pickup switch, line switch
and pilot light are all located conveniently
on the front panel.
Five standard tubes are used, and total
output of amplifier is 23 watts, although
manufacturer claims only 10 watts undistorted. The gain is 108 db, sufficient to
operate directly from photocell or standard microphone. When operated with its
associated speaker system, the overall response is said to be flat from 40 to 10,000
cycles.
WEBSTER A -3I7 AND A-27

These two Webster Chicago amplifiers
are units that have been designed for
microphone or phonograph reproduction.
A few minor connections also make these
amplifiers applicable to radio reproduction.
A microphone input transformer is incorporated in the amplifier and button current is provided. Input for standard high impedance phonograph is also made, although low -impedance pickups can be fed
into the microphone terminals.
The volume -control system includes a
separate volume control for microphone
and phonograph, and one can be faded
into the other. A tone control for tone
correction and an ac switch completes the
control system.
The A-317 is a three -stage unit giving
17 watts of Class A Prime power output.
This unit uses one 57, three 2A5's, and
one 5Z3 tubes.
Field excitation is provided for two 10,000-ohm dynamic speakers.
The A-27 is a two -stage amplifier using
one 79, two 42's and one 82. Field excitation is provided for one 1,000-ohm and one
10,000 -ohm dynamic speakers.
The A-317 amplifier has been incorporated in the PA -17 Portable Public -Address
System of the Webster Company, 3825
West Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois.
MILLER LINE FILTER CHOKE

Elimination of high -frequency disturbances from power-supply lines is accomplished by a new line filter choke developed
by the J. W. Miller Company, 5917 S.
Main Street, Los Angeles, for use with
receivers, transmitters or any source of
interference.
Duo -lateral wound for minimum distributed capacity, the newly designed choke
is available in various wire sizes of 2, 5,
10 and 20 -ampere carrying capacity.
Use of a duo -lateral wound choke makes

a radio receiver more selective by bypassing the station signals picked up through
the electric wiring. Used with a transmitter, the Miller line filter keeps the signal in the antenna and out of the a -c line,
it is said.
In general, the filter choke may be used
for radio receivers, transmitters, vibrating
and rotating machinery, mercury arc, mercury rectifiers and wherever it is desired
to eliminate interference from either a -c or
d -c supply lines.

NEW PORTABLE

P -A

SYSTEM

portable public-address and
sound-reenforcement system for moderatesized public places, compactly self-contained in a carrying case and weighing only
28-/ pounds has been introduced by the
RCA Victor Commercial Sound Sales Department.
This unit is suited to the steadily growing market for an inexpensive portable
sound system. It has been designed for
such applications as window demonstrations in dealers' stores, counter -to -kitchen
restaurant call systems, and for local fairs
and carnivals. The new sound system is
to be known as Model PG63-B and will
be made available to radio and electrical
supply dealers and service organizations
through the regular RCA Victor Distributors
and in some cities through RCA
Victor Commercial Sound Distributors as
A

new

...

well.

Exceptional tone quality and simplicity
operation are two of the principal
features which distinguish this low-cost
system, according to Mr. W. L. Rothenberger, Manager of RCA Victor Commercial Sound Sales. The equipment has been
designed so that actual operation is as
convenient and fool -proof as that of an
ordinary radio receiver, he said. It is only
necessary to connect the power plug to the
110 -volt, 50/60 -cycle house-current supply,
and plug in the microphone and speaker
cables to set the system in operation. The
loudspeaker, which is embedded in the
cover, may be separated from the rest of
the carrying case and suspended from a
hook within a 25 -foot radius of the speaker
cable. The microphone is of the close talking type with 12 feet of extension cord.
The complete unit measures 8/ by 16%
of

by 16 inches.

PHILCO MODEL 088 ALL-WAVE
SIGNAL GENERATOR

The Philco Radio & Television Corporation has just announced the development
of the Philco Model 088 All -Wave Signal
Generator. It has five separate scales, each
of which is accurately calibrated and easy
to read. The scales range continuously in
frequency from 110 kc to 20 megacycles.
In each case the individual scale is a fundamental oscillator frequency range. In
other words, no harmonics are used to get
additional ranges, because in each case the
oscillator circuit is operating on a fundamental frequency at all times. The attenuator is continuously variable, but is
calibrated in ten points, making it possible
to obtain a measurement of sensitivity
when testing the receiver.
The panel of the Model 088 is furnished
in attractive chromium plate or polished
brass. It is made in both styles so that it
will match the Philco Model 025 Circuit
Tester and thus afford Service Men who
possess one of those instruments a complete set of test equipment all in one unit.
A special wooden case is available to accompany this set as a special item so that
the Model 088 and Model 025 can both
be carried together as a complete unit.
The circuit of the Philco Model 088 is
a highly stabilized electron -coupled oscillator arrangement using the Philco type
106 tube. This tube operates on two 221/4 volt "B" batteries and two 1/ -volt flashlight cells. The 8 -ohm resistor in series
with one side of the flashlight battery produces the filament voltage of the proper
value for the 106 tube.
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p plaid
Suited to

NOW --Complete Factory Assembled!
Saves 9-10ths of your Time . . .
NEW

NOISE -REDUCING

Lynch Hi-Fi

Assembled Antenna

NEEDS

All ready to hang. Saves 90% of installation time. Any servicema,. can install
it-quickly, easily, correctly.
75
Makes every set perform

SERVICE MEN

HIGHEST

kit with 50 feet
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PIONEER OF NOISE- REDUCING AERIALS

Mr. E. H. Rietake, President of CREI and
originator of the first thorough course in
Practical Radio Engineering.

DO

YOU

BELIEVE IN SIGNS ?

If you obey "Slow"--"Stop"-and "Danger" signs while
driving a car . . . you should obey the "signs of the time"
that affect every ambitious Serviceman. Radio has become
a specialized industry, and demands technical training of
every man who wants to get ahead. Radio wants YOU for
a better job if you're equipped to handle it.

There's Another Man Waiting for Your Job!
There are thousands of "average" servicemen, and anyone
could do YOUR job. If you're satisfied and content in your
but
present position, you won't be interested in CREI . .
if you're anxious to get ahead then we can help you as we
have helped others to the top in their profession.

f

..

Is Your
Future
Worth a
Stain pr

Service men know how foolish it is to risk losing a
satisfied customer by installing inferior replacement
parts. They know the dependability and profit of
Ward Leonard resistors, relays and rheostats. This
new bulletin, 507A just off the press, lists the Ward
Leonard line and gives prices. Send today . . . it
helps to keep old customers happy.

FREE
44 -Page

WARD

Catalog
What Does Our Extensive Laboratory Equipment Mean to You?

It means a lot! It means that our home study lessons are based on FACTS

constantly revised as we experiour own laboratories, on our

and

are

own

equipment.

ment

in

Complete deand

talla

photos

of

school, courses
and
equip-

ment.

Write

for your Copy
today.

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Dept. S-9
14th &

Park Rd., N.W., WASHINGTON,

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.
South Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Please send Bulletin 507A.
Name

D. C.

Street
City

Jobber
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PROTECTIVE MAGNETIC RELAYS
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MACY DEFLECTOR

¡ÑTERfERENfE

BAFFLE & FLOOR STAND

ANALYZER

The answer to all speaker mounting problems, stadiums, sound -truck, indoor, outdoor, etc. The well balanced stand weighing 32 lbs, is finished In a durable shriveled
black. The deflector baffle is an aluminum

spinning finished In a brilliant aluminum
color. It can be directed and easily locked
in any position desired. Overall height, 6
ft. A weatherproof snap -on cover for bell
opening included. Will accommodate all
speakers of sizes not exceeding an overall

$9.75
Net
(With Adaptera)

outside diameter of 12v, in.

Complete as illustrated-Model MFB-10,
dealers' net price, $23.52. Deflector
Baffle alone-Model MR -10, Dealers'.
net pelee, $8.82. Mounting Fixture, as
illustrated-Model SA -10, Dealers' net
price, $5.29.

SHOW WHERE INTERFERENCE
ORIGINATES ... Then Eliminate It!
At last-a quick, practical way for eliminating radio
interference from ANY electrical device. No more
guessing. No lost time. First you actually eliminate
the noise with the Analyzer. You show customers just
what proper filtering of appliances will do. Then, from
the instruction sheet, you learn what Sprague filter
condensers or chokes to install to insure exactly the
same results obtained with the Analyzer. Inexpensive
-will quickly pay for itself. Full instructions with
every Analyzer for building new interference elimination business from homes, stores, professional offices,
etc. See it at Sprague jobbers or write for catalog.
SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO., North Adams, Mass.

- 39th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Write for our Catalogue-TerrItories for Representatives Available

MACY ENGINEERING CO., 1452

NATIONAL HEARING WEEK
OCTOBER 20-26

FORWARD. HARD of HEARING

Slogan:
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TRIMM HEARING AID EQUIPMENT
for quality of tone, efficient operation, and simplicity of installation.
Write for full details.
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INSTALL GROUP HEARING AIDS
in the churches and theatres.

SPRAGUE
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AMERICA!

SERVICEMEN:
Help the Hard of Hearing go 'Forward" to
Rnew world of sound.

BY THE MAKERS OF

'600'LINE

of

RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1528

CHICAGO, U.

ARMITAGE AVE.

"When I fix 'em
they stay fixed!"

S.

A.

NEWPhosphor

Brronze

Dial Cable

"You won't catch me putting low wattage resistors
in my service jobs. My time
is worth more than the dif-

ference in price between
cheap resistors and BROWN
I use BROWN
DEVILS.
DEVILS because I know the
vitreous enamel coating will
stand up, and because these
units maintain constant resistance values."
Fit All Circuits
Easy to Install
BROWN DEVIL Resistors are made with solidly anchored
11/2" tinned lead wires in 10 and 20 watt sizes, in resistance
values through 100,000 ohms. Ask your jobber, or write for
Ohmite Catalog No. 14-just off the press!

OoG;IM

The Handiest Spool
on the Market
SAMPLE SPOOL, 25 FT.

Special
Price

JCO^V

ONLY ONE TO A SERVICE MAN - - ORDER
ADDITIONAL SPOOLS FROM YOUR JOBBER

RIVARD MFG. CO...TOLEDO, OHIO
Jobbers: Write for Sample and Catalog

4G

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
627 N.

Albany Ave., Chicago, Ill.

CONDENSERS
any style, size
or shape.

Send me your free 12 -page Catalog 14 listing resistors, voltage

dividers,
ters,

rheostats,

etc.

potentiome-

1950352

CURTIS CONDENSER CORPORATION

3088 WEST 106TH
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Patent
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SAY
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ST.

CLEVELAND. OHIO

SERVICE FOR

Servicemen swear by this
family-not at them.
YES SIR!

Metal Cutting LATHE
Only
$7.95
Less
A

Chuck

.

Here is an electrolytic condenser line
that was tested and tried before it
was sold!

$3.50

extra for chuck and 50c
for bushing to fit chuck
to lathe.

PRECISION

TOOL
Startling value! An
The FASTEST SELLING TOOL IN THE U. S.
exclusive National product. Furnished complete with compound side rest, 4
and machined. Only
turned
Accurately
4
in.
face
plate.
3
in.
chuck
and
Jawed
$7.95 (without chuck and bushing). $3.50 extra for chuck, 50c for bushing
to flt chuck to lathe. $11.95 complete with chuck and bushing. Same lathe
furnished with 26 in. bed, $1.00 extra. Shipping weight 30 lbs.
Hollow spindle, large oversized bronze bearings. Centers, standard Morse
tapers. 21 in. bed, 5 in. swing, 13 In. between centers. A genuine Quality
tool. ' Ideal for machine shop or home workshop. Most amazing cutting lathe
bargain ever offered. Send $2.00 deposit-balance C.O.D. Be wise. Order
at once. Sold on money back guarantee)
560

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TOOL CO.
Chicago,
Dept.

Washington Boulevard

HOYTOFFERS

469,

111.

A COMPLETE LINE OF

RADIO METERS
the Radio Serviceman and
the Amateur. Furnished in all popular ranges-Direct Current Milliammeters, 0/1 MA, up to 500 MA: D.C.
Ammeters; D.C. Voltmeters; A.C.
Voltmeters. Ammeters and Milliammeters; R.F. Ammeters (Hot-wire
type) for measuring the antenna output of small transmittters. Hoyt meter
movements are mounted in a Bakelite flush mounting ease fitting a
2% inch hole in the panel.
for both

For full details see your jobber,
or write

TYPE 569
Direct Current Meter. Mounts through
2%" hole. 3%4" across front flange.
Scale length 1%". Accuracy 2%, D'Arsonval Movement.

BURTON-ROGERS COMPANY
Sales Division of

Manufactured by the exclusive "hi -formation" process of assembi,
and triply sealed. The finest line of electrolytica-incorporating
the double carton construction with chemically pare asphalt Insola
tion compound-as a seal. C-D eleetrolytics assure constant electrical characteristics and longevity.
PEAK VOLTAGE 525 V. D.C.
Small size? Just check TYPE RHM
r..,
t."
Si..
o..
r..u.s e.9,
these sizes!
Lar.o
c..,
N..
h+a
.'un..

Catalogs describing complete line now available.
Your inquiries ore re-

450
450
450
450

quested.

M14.
I

2
4
8

514M-9010 4.55
RHM-9020 .65
RHM-9040 .75
RH84-90e0 .95

21/44l1/e.1/r
21/4.1 1/4.1/4

21/,.I,/,.3/4
2,/2.1%.1 V.

9.33
.39
.43
.57

CORNELL-DUBILIER
CORPORA'T'ION

4375 BRONX BOULEVARD
NEW YORK

Hoyt Electrical instrument Waits
755 Boylston St., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

SERVICEMEN!

TeitiFir-1
Vibrator and Auto Radio
..

ANALYZER
Costs You
Only

.ry. 'bf

$7.50

l
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Will You Be the ONE?

Ask Your Jobber

THE RADIART CORPORATION
Shaw Ave. at 133rd St.

i

Cleveland, O.

Will you be among the ONE OUT OF FOUR SERVICEMEN who, according to conservative estimates, fail or go out
of business EVERY year....
Will you be one of the even larger group who are making
little more than a bare living from the work... .
Or, will you join the select, ambitious few who, in every town
and city, grasp existing opportunities and build an outstanding
success?
Sprayberry Training is specifically designed for men who aim
to be in the latter group. Through it, I want to help you forge
ahead as I have already helped hundreds of others. I want to
help you do all types of radio work easier and quicker-help
you build a REAL business. And, as proof of what I might
do for you, I can point to a record of success in this work that
is second to none.
REMEMBER: Mine is not a "course" for beginners. It Is ADVANCED SERVICE AND BUSINESS TRAINING for men who believe
in looking ahead. No "fluff", fancy bindings or useless theory. From
beginning to end, you get sound, PRACTICAL HELP-at a fraction
of the cost you might expect to pay. Certainly it should prove worth
your while to investigate training which offers so much for so little.

-

-

-

Radio's most important resistor development! Insuopens
breakage.
humidity
lated against shorting
Famous Metallized resistance principle. See them at
your jobbers. Write for catalog.
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pa.
Toronto, Canada
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SAY

You

SPRAYBERRY'S
PRACTICAL
MECHANICS
of RADIO
SERVICE

SAW IT IN SERVICE

F. L. SPRAYBERRY,

2548 University Place, N. W.,

Washington. D.C.
Without cost or obligation, please send
your booklet: PUTTING PROFITS AND

EFFICIENCY INTO SERVICING."
Name

Street
Address
S
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RADIO

COMMUNICATION

ENGINEERING

AND BROADCAST
ENGINEERING

Covering the design, production,
engineering and test of Radio Receivers, Tubes, Parts, Amplifiers,
Recording and Sound Projection
Equipment. Published monthly.

Covering Radio Communication,
Broadcasting, Police, Marine and
Aeronautical Radio, Telephony and
Telegraphy, Facsimile and Television.
Published monthly.

Subscription, $2.00 Yearly
Subscription, $3.00 Yearly

(Foreign, $3.00)

(Foreign $4.00)

BRYAN DAVIS PUBLISHING CO.,
19

422

EAST 47th STREET,

SAY You SAW

IT

INC.

NEW YORK CITY

IN SERVICE

SERVICE FOR

This is the Portable
FAMOUS

SINCE

BROACASTING

BEGAN

Headquarters for Quality Radio Sets at Low Prices
Capitalize on this world famous name, which has always
been associated with highest quality radio sets.
Now you can sell "Freed-Eisemann" sets at popular prices, within
reach of all.
This new line has everything needed in popular priced radio to
help you do a substantial business at a good profit. 5- to 10 -tube
Superheterodyne models-Foreign Short Wave, Police and Broadcast bands.
PRIVATE BRAND SETS

P. A. SYSTEM

A complete line of TRF sets for sales and promotional purposes to fill the
need for low priced leaders and round out a complete line.
Single band
and two -band sets attractively styled.
Exclusive cabinet designs and brand
names for quantity buyers.
dusinesa solicited from small as well as large

No.

FREED MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Inc.
WEST
17th

127

Phone

STREET

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

3-1717

CHelsea

Cable:

RADIOFREED

RADIO MEN
as in a

Highlights

line of four models that is meeting
with instant approval for high fidelity work.
Correctly engineered and smartly styled, it
brings together the combination of appearance and performance that is essential for
present day sound pick-up. There are a
host of exclusive features such as a built-in
shock -absorber, instantly adjustable c -adle,
and a heavy screen housing that prevents
resonance. All models available in either a
200 ohm or high impedance output. List
prices are from $25.00 to $75.00. Sold by
A new

Incorporates

a

powerful

Class

Amplifler

having

Watts

power

very

"A'12

output.

a

duty IO" Elec
trodynamie Speaker, a
high grade two -button
Carbon Desk type Microphone, en ingeniously designed Control Box
heavy

necessary connection cords for the
speaker and microphone.
Comes mounted In a
single leatherette covered carrying ease.

permanent installation,

and yet is flexible in its uses
and foolproof in operation.
Low in price, with a nice
profit margin, you will find a

large market for this unit.
Every sale means a satisfied
customer.
Write for Bulletin 89

and the

reputable jobbers, everywhere.

Electro -Voice Mfg. Company, Inc.
332 E. Colfax Ave.

Operadio

This Portable Public Address System incorporates the same high quality reproduction

JLECTROøC))OlCE
NEW VELOCITY MICROPHONE

60

that is making money for

accounts-export business also invited. WRITE AT ONCE FOR DETAILS
AND PRICES.
Licensed under RCA and Hazeltine patents

South Bend, Ind., U. S. A.

Speakers
L EOTO N E Quality
Cones-Field Coils

oPERADi

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS
Export Division, 347 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.

COMPLETE
DESIGNS
of

IO

Public Address

AMPLIFIERS!

FREE EDGE

BAKELITE BOBBINS

CONE AND VOICE
FIELD COILS FOR
COIL ASSEMBLIES
ALL DYNAMIC SPEAKERS
Ask your jobber for our new 1936 Catalog describing complete line of
speakers (magnetic and dynamic), cones, field coils. etc. Very low prices.
If he can't supply you, write us direct.
Leotone-speaker manufacturers since 1921-has some profitable territory open for real sales representatives. Write for particulars.

A manual of circuits of
Audio Amplifiers. One

tested designs.
With complete

From

and

for

every purpose.

watts.

3

lists

watts to 30

All tried

and

of

values.

parts

their

LEOTONE RADIO CO., 63 Dey Street, New York City

? <um (lei':
Servicemen!tte
4re du' new

METAL TUBES
Catalog

Is

The new 1936 ALLIED
ready!
Send for your FREE

win. This great

114 -page catalog la packed

with complete listings of all new metal tube
types and new test equipment for servicing
metal tube circuits. Also latest model metal
tube receiver; newest Public Address Equipment; custom set -building kits; thousands of
exact duplicate replacement parts, tools, etc.
all at lowest wholesale prices. Send for the
new 1936 ALLIED Catalog new!
Ira
yours for the asking

-

AWED

\\936

C ATALJÀ`r

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION
833 W. Jackson Blvd.

Sensi me your

I

-

FREE

Ill.
Dept.
ALLIED Catalog.

Chicago,
1936

IAddress

I

VALUABLE
REFERENCE BOOK

This advertisement and IOc. in STAMPS, to cover mailing
expenses, will bring your FREE copy of this valuable Reference
Book. There is no obligation.

;

STANDARD

i
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854 Blackhawk St., Chicago
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FREE

TRANSFORMER

CORPORATION

I

1935

SAY

You

SAW IT IN SERVICE

423

Get one for $7.50

NEW

Upon deposit of $15.00 with your wholesaler, he will
ship you a Wright-DeCoster Multi -Test Speaker. He
will accept 75 Wright-DeCoster coupons (packed with
all Wright-DeCoster Products) as a merchandise credit
of $7.50 against your $15.00 deposit, thus making this
Multi -Test Speaker cost you only $7.50.

POWER

OUTPUT

TUBE
TESTER

AIM

PRECISION WITHOUT

MO15DEL01

No.

ALL TYPES
METAL AND GLASS
METAL

TESTS

ExTRAY

$46.67

TUBE TESTER
NEW TRIPLETT MULTI - PURPOSE
are the ten
No. 1501 combines ten instruments in one. Here
instrumentstype tubes (New Power
6.
D.C. Voltmeter and Milllameter

Model 3000.
List Price....

:

I.

2.

3.

4.

Tests all

7.
8.
9.

Output Test)
Neon Short Tests

Separate Diode Tests
Neon Paper Condenser Tests

10.

Matches all tubes and all output transformers.
Matches all set field combinations.

Ohmmeter

A.C. Voltmeter

Decibel Meter
Impedance Meter

Leakage

WRIGHT-DECOSTER

Electrolytic Condenser
5.
tester that would
Radio dealers have always wanted a tubetheir use in a radio
test tubes under conditions approximating
how this instruset. Here it is. Try it out. See for yourself
and help you
ment can save you time in hunting for troubles
tell more tubes.
Neon short
Model 1500 is a Power Output Tube Tester with Dealer$36.67Net
indicator.
line
voltage
test and shadowgraph
Price
TO

SEE AT YOUR JOBBERS. WRITE FOR COMPLETE

\;11.1

Er

Y/2%CLilo/!.

ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENTS

$30.00

Multi -Test Speaker

for Sound Engineer, Service Men,
Amateur and Experimenter

CATALOGUE

Write for complete catalog, dealer's discount and
name of nearest Wright-DeCoster distributor mho
will cooperate with you in every may possible.

THE TRIPLETT
ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.
Bluffton, Ohio

WRIGHT-DECOSTER, Inc.
St. Paul, Minn.
2253 University Ave.
Export Dept.-M. SIMONS & SON CO.
New
York.
SIMONTRICE,
Address:
Cable
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RADIO CATALOG
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196

Pages
Over
50,000

Items
World's
Largest
Stock of Parts
Newest
All -Wave
Receivers
Latest

TIE New 1936
WHOLESALE RADIO
SERVICE CATALOG

P. A.

Metal-Tube
Receivers
Great New

TUBES-cathode ray tuning eye-sets so powerful and se ec
tive that they render obsolete our previous conception of radio performance
-Improved P.A. equipment-new type power from the air Farm Re
ceivera-these ere only a small pert of Radio for 1936'
Radio Is forging ahead! and Wholesale Radio Service Co. is keeping
pace! A huge new Mail Order Center has been opened in Chicago. Me
ALL METAL

new 1936 Wholesale Catalog-largest radio catalog ever issued-carries
the greatest assortment of radio merchandise ever gathered together in
the pages of any catalog. Every Serviceman, Amateur. and Experimenter
will find this 1936 edition of "Radio's Bargain Book" a valuable amulet.
Send for it today!

6lehry/Aiúzy ße2

etch -af

LOWEST WHOLESALE

24 -TUBE

Year -Ahead Set

r
I

PRICES"

and "Ham"
Equipment
Glass and

I

---I

Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc.
100

Dept.'
S95

Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Please rush FREE copy
Catalog No. 59.

of

your new

1936

CHICAGO, ILL.
901 W. JACKSON BLVD.

SEPTEMBER,

1935

I

Name

I

Street and

...

ATLANTA, GA.
430 W. PEACHTREE S111W

City

S.vY Y(1[; SAW IT IN SERVICE

State.

425

Radio

SPEAKER CONES

Instruments

Now ready for immediate delivery-a complete
line of Majestic cone assemblies. Delivery
shortly on all types of cone replacements.

SERVICE AND TUBE SELLING

We also maintain a complete speaker, phono
pickup and phone service. Twenty-four hour
shipping service on all jobs.

JACKSON INSTRUMENTS will not become Obsolete
. . Rugged
in Construction
. Economical
to Own
Correctly Designed
. Simple
to Use. This
Modern Equipment Makes Profit Possible. Save. Your
Time and Gives Positive, Aceurºte Resulte.
Consult Your Jobber . . . Or Write to
Jackson Electrical Instrument Co.
.

Write for information and low prices

430 Kiser Street.

MULTIPLEX RADIO SERVICE, INC.
Fourth Avenue

88

PROFITABLE

FOR

Dayton. Obi°

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Millions in Use
Two Year Guarantee
Low Power Factor

Long Life
Self Healing
Efficient & Compact

Patented & Patents

Pending.

THE superior quality and
performance of millions
of Duco Condensers are
recognized all over the
world.
NOW GUARANTEED
FOR 2 YEARS
Manufactured by

Dumont Electric Co., Inc.

SONOCHORDE
Electro-Dynamic Reproducers
Now Available to

DEALERS AND
SERVICEMEN

-

The kind of Speaker Service you have
been waiting for
prompt service on

-,

with 741
5"-8"-8"-II".
from which to choose.`

four sires:

.è

"speolllestions"

I°txg.]

Two sizes replacement Auto Speakers
and speakers with re -Informed yoke -coils
for P.A. work.
Sonoehorde Speakers
possess unusual tonal quality and frequency response.sponse.

514 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

--

New Low Prices!

Write for free Catalogs, Sales
and Jobber Territory

Write for catalog and net -prime sheets.
TODAYI

Sonochorde Sales Company

M.dford, Mass.

2n0 Boston Ave.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111

BELL 21 P. A.System

All -Aluminum Parabolic Deflector Baffle
with

Weatherproof Housing

with
HIGH-FIDELITY
SPEAKERS
and CRYSTAL

This baffle permits a more even sound distribution and effectively reduces feed hack
difficulties. This horn is inconspicuous when
installed and Is ideal for installations where
the reproducer should be heard but not seen.
Entire unit constructed of heavy gauge spun
aluminum, reinforced and free from any
metallic resonance conditions.
Beautifully
finished with a special aluminum lacquer
The overall inside dimensions of this speak er baffle permit its use with practically all

I

MICROPHONE
The Model P.A.5C is a master system, to meet the demand for powerful
P.A. equipment. 30 -watt power output. Two separate input channels. Two
with facilities for using six. New high
.
heavy-duty G-12 speakers
fidelity crystal microphone. Complete in three compact carrying cases.
There's nothing on the market in the price range to compare with the

Model P.A.5C.

Write TODAY
for Details

Bell Sound Systems, Inc.
61

East Goodale St., Columbus, Ohio

Inside of housing 121" by
10" deep. Speaker opening
10". Length of horn alone 10".
Bell 17" diameter. Overall
outside 17" by20". This model
speaker baffle suitable for all
10, 11 and 12" speaker cones.

standard models of

cone speakers.

Write for illustrated literature

on Hope

A complete line

horns and trumpets.
at low prices.

$6.95 net
HOPE MFG. CO., 401 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

If you are a progressive serviceman looking for
maximum profits out of your job-read this ad.
ICA-Insulated

Adlustable
Tools. Made
unbreakable "Fenoline."
Just the tool for seeking
IF transformers. Absolutely
no metal parts.

--

Neutralizing

RACO 339 SIGNAL GENERATOR

-

`

of

-'

r

to

Screw Drivers and Wrenches. Made
of "Fenoline" and completely Insulated.
No.

List

1019

ICA-Insulated

Hexed Neutralizing
Wrenches constructed of hexed black
"Fenoline." Entire length of tool
broached. Can be used to the last
inch.
No. 985-6" long
List .20
No. 986-8" long
List .25
And hundreds of other

.75

INSULINE CORP. of AMERICA
25

426

Park Place

New

York, N. Y.

tools and parts at

math'

list prices. You
can't afford to pass un
low

ICA tools. They are time
savers and profit makers.
Your discount is 40% at
all
ICA
or
jobbers
through
your
favorite

mail-order

54.17000 K.C. all on fundamentals
Dial calibrated meters and kilo-

.

È

oles

at

a

ore-

/

/

frequency of about 1000 cycles.

calibrated, with 3 tubes

RAC 0
,

house.

SA

READING

I% accuracy all bands

Modulation on -off switch
Attenuation control.
AC -DC operated
The highest requirements of
4
.<
cision and convenience for allaround work are met in the Baco
339 Signal Generator that works on
,
AC or DC of 90-123 volts. to
measure frequencies from 54.17300
R.C. and line up channels. Calne!denre of generated frequency and
scale reading is 1%. This high order of accuracy obtains In no other !neirument selling at less than twice the cost of the 339. tube, so that DC is used
The 339 has a 6C6 R.F. oscillator, a 37 rectifier
on the plate, while modulation is provided by a neon tube relaxation oscillator
1

990-Extending from
11"
List .60
No. 991-Extending from
10" to 18"
List .85
1CA-4 in I Neutralizing Tools,
No.

6"

DIRECT

WAVE

ALL

(6C6,

37

wired, tested,

and neon)

u
$ 16

00

SAW IT IN SERVICE

to

RADIO CONSTRUCTORS LABS.
136

LIBERTY ST.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please mention Dept.

You

net

servicemen.

"S-2"

SERVICE

.NC.. wNO

tY9t CON49ttl1

CAPACITOR
ANALYZER
TYPE CA -1
60 Cycles

110 Volts

to a definite need for a
better, more accurate, and complete Capacitor Analyzer.

The answer

List Price*

.

.

.

.

.

.

$28.90

Including Neon Glow Tubes; less "58" and
"80" Tubes.

Dealer Cost*

.

.

$17.34

*Slightly higher west of Denver.
Special Export Type CA -220: Available for use at
List Price
120, 165 or 240 volts; 40-60 cycles.
$35.00.

8 Important Features
Send for Literature Explaining

I

g

MEASURES CAPACITY: Accurately
measures the capacity of all types of
electrolytic, paper and mica condensers
by means of a built-in, thermonicallycontrolled, Wien Bridge. Also measures capacity between circuit wiring.
Capacity range-.00002 to 70.0 mfd.
MEASURES LEAKAGE, ETC.: Directly indicates leaky, shorted, open,
intermittent, low capacity, high capacity, and power factor of condensers.

3 INDICATES DIELECTRIC RESISTANCE: Directly indicates the dielectric resistance of all types of insulation, insulators, between cable wires,
coil -windings, etc. This test is made
at a direct current potential exceeding
400 volts which is supplied from a
builtin power supply.

4

CONTINUITY METER: The Solar
Capacitor Analyzer can also be used
as a continuity meter for testing all
types of circuits.

cOt AR A4Fr

"little giace t"

TWO -DIAL CONTROL: No complicated manipulations necessary to obtain readings. Two dials provide complete condenser analyses quickly and
easily.

ULTRA -COMPACT

DIRECT READING: All measurements are made simply and directly,
and require no complicated calculations
or references to complex graphs or
charts.
EASY TO USE: Even a novice could
7 learn
to use this instrument properly

in a few minutes. Indications, including balancing, are visual-hence definite. No guess -work. Simplicity of

operation
saving.

means time and money-

COMPACT, PORTABLE:Supplied in
8 an attractve cabinet,
with a removable
top and a strong carrying -handle, the
Solar Capacitor Analyzer weighs only
7 pounds. Dimensions, 9%" x 7rA" x

ELECTROLYTIC

CAPACITOR
Half former sizes-full capacity-full voltage
protection! Minimum thickness means they fit
anywhere.

Use this

latest advance in the

electrolytic art!
ALL USUAL CAPACITIES
In 2 ratings-450 v.w. and 200 v.w.

6V4".

rnn r

MANUFACTURING AFFILIATES IN

599-601 BROADWAY
EW Y
T Y
LONDON, PARIS, BERLIN, MILAN

More than just
the most efficient
home antenna

Stock No.

9500-A, RCA World -Wide Antenna Kit. List 56.00

QF course the RCA World -Wide Antenna System

piece of merchandise that brings profits to
you directly. You make money on the sale, and in
most cases the customer will also want you to erect
it for him, so you add a charge for installation, in accordance with the time required.
is a

But the RCA Antenna System is more important
than that. It has a very definite effect on receiver sales
and receiver satisfaction. Any all-wave receiver performs much better when connected to
this system. The short-wave listener
hears stations he might not hear at all
with an ordinary L or T antenna.
Interference, from automobiles and electrical devices, is reduced to a minimum, often eliminated entirely. This
is not a make -shift antenna, but a

RCA PARTS
RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., CAMDEN, N. J.

scientifically -correct "double -doublet" that you can
stand back of. When you have installed it, the set
owner and all his guests get maximum enjoyment
from all -wave radio-and remember that a boosting
customer helps sell sets for you, builds demand for

your services.

For average locations we recommend Stock No.
95oo-A, which comes complete with all wire, coupling transformers and insulators. Lists at $6. If you
wish to supply wire and other parts
that are easily available anywhere, use
Stock No. 9550, Kit of Essential Parts,
list $5. Where there is trouble with
interference on the standard broadcast
band, use the De Luxe Antenna, Stock
No. 9555, list $i.i5. Write for booklet "Antenna Facts".

DIVISION
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY

